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Chapter 1001 - Everyone Joining 

Shi Hao felt that that the Eight Armed Soul Race’s sect master wasn’t enough to kill him, feeling that he 

should recruit more people and gang up on the Silver Blood Devil Tree Ancient Ancestor, and only then 

would he be killed, eliminating a great danger. 

Soul Race’s sect master immediately stood out. Even though he knew that Shi Hao wouldn’t treat them 

unfairly, right now, he still had to display a type of stance. 

Immediately after, another individual ascended to the stage, figure indistinct, rushing at the Silver Blood 

Devil Tree Race’s ancient ancestor as expected. 

Immortal Ancient was cursed, and this curse carried an enormous amount of danger. Normally, this level 

of creature was already extremely few, and even if there was, they couldn’t leave the tribe, most of 

them already muddle-headed and in a deep slumber. 

However, today was special. The great sects were all paying close attention to whether or not Shi Hao 

could successfully cross tribulation, so sect master level figures personally came here. Now, they were 

going to take action. 

“Dao friends, what are you all doing? Could it be that you are going to let an outsider incite disharmony 

among us? That Lightning Tribulation Liquid is definitely ours, so why do we need to ruin our 

relationship?” The Silver Blood Devil Tree Race’s ancient ancestor said. 

“The two of our races have grudges to begin with, so it’ll be properly dealt with here!” Soul Clan’s 

ancient ancestor said. 

“Everyone, this isn’t the only time I will face tribulation. In the future, there will still be the most 

powerful lightning tribulation. I promise that I will treat all of your clansmen!” Shi Hao declared. 

Hong! 

Immediately afterwards, sect masters took action, indistinct figures seemingly berserk as they threw 

themselves forward murderously. 

“All of you...” Silver Blood Devil Tree Race’s ancient ancestor was furious, but the circumstances were 

already beyond his control. He couldn’t stay here, turning around to leave. 

The battle of sect masters was definitely terrifying. Three figures shattered the heavens, disappearing 

from this place. Everyone trembled inwardly. 

Hong! 

Heavenly tribulation descended, lightning radiance poured down endlessly. 

The tenth heaven’s lightning tribulation was much more terrifying than the ninth heaven, but Shi Hao 

didn’t provoke the True Dragon, Heavenly Phoenix and others in the lightning tribulation, let alone 

touch that immortal stage. 

This was a layer of heavenly tribulation that wouldn’t descend if not provoked. 



Just now, he provoked a few comparatively weaker lightning creatures, sending down tens of thousands 

of streaks of electrical light. 

This was a disaster. The entire mountain range flickered with lightning radiance, rubble flying 

everywhere, those enormous ancient trees all pulling out their roots and fleeing towards the distance. 

Shi Hao resisted the lightning. At the same time, the space between his brows shone, his divine senses 

completely unfolding. 

He locked onto two heavenly deities, both of them transformed from enormous silver trees. Right now, 

the two were fleeing, rushing towards the distance. 

A cold smile appeared on the corner of Shi Hao’s lips, chasing over with extreme speed. He didn’t want 

to completely eradicate them, not wishing to slaughter the innocent, but the Silver Blood Devil Tree 

Race targeted him again and again, so he had to at least do something. 

He didn’t wish to kill the old and young, only eliminating the clan’s main fighting strength. 

These two heavenly deities were undoubtedly his targets. Shi Hao quickly rushed over, bringing the 

lightning tribulation with him, chasing up to them soon after. 

This ended without any suspense! 

Hong! 

Shi Hao in the lightning radiance didn’t even have to make a move, and this heavenly deity was already 

blasted until its body fractured, and then its body and soul were wiped out. 

Chi! 

The Everlasting Immortal Sword pointed out, chasing after a heavenly deity that ran in another 

direction. Sword radiance shocked the world. 

This person turned around, turned into a sky reaching ancient tree, about to seal this sword core and 

bring it away. 

Peng! 

Inside the sword core, lightning radiance erupted. This was the powerful lightning dao Shi Hao infused 

into the sword, and at this moment, it burst, immediately linking up the sea of lightning in the sky. 

“Not good!” This heavenly deity cried out loudly, quickly fleeing into the distance. However, it was still 

too late. 

Shi Hao already eliminated the other person, now chasing over in this direction. With a raise of his hand, 

an enormous lightning dao light sword formed, viciously hacking over. 

Hong! 

The mountain range was hacked through, turning into flying ashes! 

This person vomited blood from his mouth, still wishing to escape. However, Shi Hao’s real body arrived, 

meaning that the lightning tribulation did as well. 



Pu! 

Shi Hao blasted it flying with a single fist, forcing it to cough out large amounts of blood. Its flesh 

ruptured in the sea of lightning, ultimately turning into a charred corpse, thus losing its life. 

This region was in chaos. When Shi Hao returned, the Silver Blood Devil Tree Race were already all 

fleeing. He didn’t wish to massacre this place, only bringing the lightning and bombarding this place, 

turning all of the mountain peaks into ashes. 

The ancient land of a race thus completely disappeared. 

Everyone was stupefied. This was but the Silver Blood Devil Tree Race, known as a matchless holy land, 

yet it was destroyed just like that. 

Shi Hao was extremely calm. He produced a jade cauldron, and then began to collect Lightning 

Tribulation Liquid. It was because he didn’t want to waste any more time and end things. 

Soon after, the Eight Armed Soul Race’s ancient ancestor and another sect master returned, on their 

bodies some blood. 

Did they settle things? This was what everyone was wondering. One had to understand that these two 

were chasing after the Silver Blood Devil Tree Race’s ancient ancestor. This was a great matter that 

shook up all of Immortal Ancient. What were the results like? 

“He is quite cunning, fleeing too fast. However, he suffered serious injuries, his chances of surviving not 

high, at the very least unable to fight for a year or two.” The Eight Armed Soul Race’s ancient ancestor 

spoke, feeling a bit regretful. 

However, after carefully thinking about it, it was enough. After all, this was a sect master who was 

incomparably powerful, how could he be easily killed? 

If not for the curse in his body, the Silver Blood Devil Tree Race’s ancient ancestor definitely wouldn’t 

die, able to live through it. However, Immortal Ancient was different. Once one received heavy injuries, 

their bodies would be corroded by the curse, easily falling. 

The blood on the Eight Armed Soul Race’s ancient ancestor and that sect master’s bodies were all from 

that Silver Blood Devil Tree, not their own. 

Thus, the lightning radiance around Shi Hao disappeared, the entire tenth heaven completely 

disappearing. 

In that instant, great banners fluttered about, formations sealed the heavens, surrounding him. 

This was a great formation the Eight Armed Soul Race and a few other clans worked together to set up, 

something they discussed with Shi Hao beforehand to protect him out of fear of outsiders stirring up 

trouble. 

At this time, two sect masters walked forward, both of them carrying looks of joy, their minds stirring 

greatly. 



Not every sect had sect master level level figures, and those that could fight were even fewer. Now that 

there were two people standing guard here, it could definitely be called a top level fighting force. 

“Little friend has heaven warping heroicness after all, even able to make it through Divine King 

Tribulation, shocking past and present!” Eight Armed Soul Race’s ancient ancestor said with a sigh of 

praise. 

“A true talent, a giant among men, is little dao friend married? I have a descendant who is incredibly 

beautiful, known as a world-shocking divine beauty...” The other sect master was extremely direct, 

laughing loudly as he spoke. 

Their admiration was sincere, and at the same time, they really did wish to rope in this youngster, 

because their clansmen numbers were enormous. If they wanted to rescue all of them, how could one 

or two instances of lightning tribulation be enough? 

The two of them both wished to establish good relationships with Shi Hao, because only then could they 

change the fate of their clan. 

“Seniors do not need to be polite. Please dissolve your curses!” 

Shi Hao produced a jade cup, the cup extremely small, less than an inch in size. They both had a cup of 

Lightning Tribulation Liquid handed into each other’s hands. 

“This senior is?” He recognized Soul Race’s ancient ancestor, but he didn’t know who the other was. 

“He is Beauty Clan’s old clan leader.” Soul Race’s ancient ancestor said with a smile, accepting the jade 

cup, downing the five-colored liquid with a single gup. He immediately sat down to operate a mysterious 

art. 

Beauty Clan’s expert didn’t move, staying here to offer protection as to avoid outsiders attacking 

secretly. 

The Eight Armed Soul Race’s ancient ancestor had previously became muddle-headed, rescued by the 

bit of Lightning Tribulation Liquid he offered up. 

Now, the five-colored Lightning Tribulation Liquid was clearly better than the last time, the medicinal 

effects even greater. That was why even though it was just a small cup, it displayed tremendous use. 

In that instant, his body released waves of black haze that turned into dark light, burning here. 

Hou! 

A great roar sounded. The Eight Armed Soul Race’s ancient ancestor opened his eyes, then rose up into 

the air, stirred up and excited. He couldn’t help but release a great roar, shaking up the world until 

groups of mountains collapsed. 

The curse that had trapped him for so many years was now completely cleansed! 

“Old friend, help protect me... I ought to do the same!” Beauty Clan’s sect master’s voice was trembling 

a bit. When he saw someone he knew succeed, great waves stirred within his mind as well. 

A moment later, another great roar sounded, a second sect master neutralizing his curse. 



Shua! 

At that moment, all of the great banners and formation stages were put away. This place became calm. 

These two great sect masters didn’t need these things at all. 

They neutralized their curse, becoming far stronger than in the past. When taking action, they didn’t 

have to feel any misgivings anymore. 

“Fellow dao friends, please step forward.” Shi Hao said. He rushed towards the great sects that had 

previously always protected him, smiling towards those great sects he had relations with, preparing to 

gift out the Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

The Eight Armed Soul Race, Beauty Race, and others all swarmed over, those people so excited they 

were shaking, incomparably hopeful. 

The two great sect masters stopped the chaotic masses, pointing towards the heavenly deities inside to 

have them walk up. These were the top level fighting strength, so they should have their curse 

neutralized first. 

Soon after, this place overflowed with divine light. A few more heavenly deities immediately appeared, 

neutralizing their curses. Blood energy surged, shaking up this ancient place. 

This was a major event! 

No matter how many years passed, no one would forget that this youngster distributed Lightning 

Tribulation Liquid, helping the natives neutralize their curses, making many people shed tears of joy. 

They didn’t know how many years they had been waiting for this already, always wishing for the day 

they could return to normal, no longer bound by a mysterious power and become like those of the 

outside world. 

That day was recorded in the annals of history, leaving a heavy mark in this great era! 

Even though this great era had reached its end, it was still an extremely brilliant event. 

“Everyone, we cannot feel optimistic about the situation yet. Immortal Ancient remains have displayed 

cracks, powerful experts of the outside world might enter. We have to think of ways to have the most 

powerful people neutralize their curse power first.” Soul Race’s ancient ancestor spoke. 

They had to start from those with the greatest strength as to cope with unforeseen developments. 

After obtaining their clans’ agreement, quite a few heavenly deities immediately appeared, all of them 

sitting in the void, clouds and mists surging. Soon after, their curse power was neutralized. 

The natives from many great clans who came here received benefits. That is those who were friendly to 

Shi Hao, none of them with the problem of their clans’ heavenly deities secretly stirring up trouble. 

Of course, there were a few clans whose eyes were red, but they could only stare helplessly. 

These races had previously all either attacked Shi Hao or had disagreements with him, so they were 

naturally excluded. 



Soon after, this place erupted with activity. 

Shi Hao was crowded at the center, surrounded by a group of heavenly deities! 

Right now, that youth looked extremely great and divine. He helped a few people with their curses, 

naturally obtaining their sincere gratitude and support. 

“Not good!” Quite a few people people who bore hostility felt fear. 

It was because more and more people gathered in Shi Hao’s surroundings, heavenly deities standing in 

great numbers. How could they not be scared?! 

In the end, there were even another two muddle-headed sect masters who were saved! 

Four great sect masters stood together there, making others truly shocked, sighing with astonishment. 

“Little friend, our Centaur Clan and Ancient Fiend Sect were always actively taking action to protect little 

friend. We must ask for help in neutralizing the curse power.” 

The two clans couldn’t sit still any longer. They hurriedly walked up, because they seemed to have been 

forgotten. 

I have previously said that Centaur Clan’s Ma Yue and Ancient Fiend Race’s Mo Luo had tried to kill me, 

so it is impossible for me to give out Lightning Tribulation Liquid unless they die.” Shi Hao calmly said. 

“You... want to tyrannically abuse Immortal Ancient? Do you think everyone will obey your orders?” Ma 

Yue transmitted sound. 

“Just an outsider, by what qualifications do you have to act so unbridled? Lightning Tribulation Liquid is 

something everyone in Immortal Ancient needs, doing things this way is forcing us.” Mo Luo also 

transmitted sound. 

This time, Shi Hao didn’t have to speak, nor did the four sect masters say anything. A few heavenly 

deities directly took action, rushing forward murderously. 

Those two individuals’ expressions changed, immediately fleeing for their lives. 

In the distance, the cultivators of the three thousand provinces were all stupefied. Huang gathered such 

a great amount of power just like that? 

Regardless of whether it was Yun Xi, Yue Chan, or the others acquainted with Shi Hao, they were all 

shocked. 

This kind of force, if brought out from Immortal Ancient, would definitely stir up a great storm. 

It was because this power was still growing! 

As for facing tribulation, the reason why Shi Hao obtained comparatively more Lightning Tribulation 

Liquid was because the effects of the Lightning Tribulation Liquid far exceeded that of the past, helping 

many people neutralize their curses. 

At this moment, he directly gifted a bit of the Lightning Tribulation Liquid to the Eight Armed Soul Race, 

Beauty Race’s true deities and others. 



“Little friend, do not be like this, it’s too much of a waste.” Soul Race’s heavenly deity urged, hoping to 

save a few more heavenly deities and make their strength greater. It was because if there was conflict 

with those of the outside world, they would be able to protect their clansmen. 

“Soul Clan, Beauty Clan and the others had previously protected me sincerely. This precious liquid has to 

be distributed!” Shi Hao said. 

This was something he had to do. Those close to him were special, the clans that had previously made a 

great effort to protect him all obtained special care. 

When he did this, there would be even more people who came, hoping for the next time he gifted out 

Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

Sure enough, this triggered a commotion. More and more people rushed over, experts filling this place 

like clouds. There were heavenly deities everywhere, surrounding him within! 

“This kind of alliance, this enormous strength, it will definitely stir up a terrifying storm in the three 

thousand provinces!” Someone sighed with amazement. 

Chapter 1002 - Great Waves 

This instance of lightning tribulation affected too much. Immortal Ancient’s natives were all shocked 

because of this. 

As the years went by, who would be willing to step onto a path of muddle-headedness? Who dared to 

breathe under the shadows of death? No one wanted to have a curse tangling around them, all of them 

wishing for freedom and light. 

Now that there was this type of opportunity laid out before them, all clans naturally flocked over! 

Shi Hao became the center of attention, surrounded by everyone, all eyes concentrated on him. 

Of course, it wasn’t every clan that sincerely wished him well, with some just putting on an appearance 

for the sake of acquiring Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

It was because the various clans were all scheming inwardly. If Immortal Ancient Remains split open, 

linking up with the outside world, once the great sects outside rushed in, there will definitely be great 

problems. 

They already realized that Shi Hao’s relationship with some of the inheritances of the outside world 

wasn’t good, not ending until one side died. 

That was why a few sects’ heavenly deities acted amicably on the surface, but it was unknown how they 

would really act at the crucial moment. 

Of course, there were a few great clans who truly bound themselves to the same war chariot as Shi Hao. 

It was because they still wanted to save their clansmen, wishing well for Shi Hao’s future, believing that 

as long as he continued living, anything was possible. 

This was a type of gamble! 



If the sect masters outside slaughtered their way inside, a great clash might break out. However, if they 

could protect Shi Hao, they would obtain generous reciprocation that would definitely be astonishing. 

Forget about even more powerful Lightning Tribulation liquid, Shi Hao alone was worth the clans’ 

protection. Three strands of immortal energy surrounded his body, if he became a sect master level 

figure, who would be his opponent? 

Shi Hao naturally knew that there were some who were seeking personal gain. Even though there were 

large amounts of experts around him, quite a few of them heavenly deities, there weren’t that many 

true comrades. 

A cold smile appeared on the corner of his lips. “Whoever brings back Ma Yue and Mo Luo’s head, I can 

give the rest of the lightning Tribulation Liquid to their clans.” 

Even though he had already given out quite a bit of Lightning Tribulation Liquid, he still had a portion on 

him. Apart from the bit he gave the Eight Armed Soul Race and Beauty Race, the remainder was given to 

those who truly exerted themselves. 

If they wanted Lightning Tribulation Liquid, they had to prove their sincerity! 

There were some who already went out to chase after those two heavenly deities before, but most of 

them returned, more of a performance than actually investing any strength. 

Shi Hao remembered those who truly chased after them. 

Right now, he threw out this bait. A few people hesitated, but some didn’t hesitate, once again chasing 

out. 

Centaur Clan and Ancient Fiend Clan’s expressions changed, finding it difficult to calm down. Conflicted 

expressions appeared on their faces. 

Those were their heavenly deities. They didn’t wish to see the two of them die. 

At the same time, there were some who inwardly cursed those two. If not for Ma Yue and Mo Luo’s 

greed, intercepting Shi Hao to seize his immortal seed, how could it have ended like this? 

That day, Immortal Ancient erupted with disturbances! 

Shi Hao left for Soul Island. Right now, he completely stood together with the Eight Armed Soul Race. 

“Dao brothers, are you all really going to resign yourselves to this? It is just an outsider who criticizes our 

Immortal Ancient natives, relying on his Lightning Tribulation Liquid to threaten the different clans and 

give out orders, how can we listen to him?!” 

That day, there were people who visited different sects, contacting them to join together in dealing with 

Shi Hao. 

It was clear that these were all those who bore hostility against Shi Hao. Powerful conflict had previously 

broken out between them, for example, the descendents of the seven heavenly deities Shi Hao had 

previously killed. 



There were other experts similar to the Silver Blood Devil Tree Race. How could these people obtain 

Lightning Tribulation Liquid from Shi Hao? That was why they did everything they could to incite 

disharmony and sow enmity against Huang. 

During this time, Ma Yue and Mo Luo even more so secretly visited a few ancient lands, hoping to wake 

up some slumbering sect masters and have them move out. 

“Huang still has Lightning Tribulation Liquid on him that can save your distinguished self. Having him in 

your hands is the same as grasping everything, making the clan flourish again.” 

They were extremely directly, telling them that the curse can be neutralized, now no longer an issue. 

“However, Huang walks too closely with Beauty Race and the Eight Armed Soul Race. Based on their 

arrangements, there is no way to make them leave, only by forcefully seizing and capturing Huang!” 

The places Ma Yue and Mo Luo sought out were all ancient lands that carried grudges with the Eight 

Armed Soul Race and Beauty Race, all for the sake of stirring up conflict and hoping that they could 

restrain the two sect masters. 

They offered the temptation that they could kill Huang and directly acquire the Lightning Tribulation 

Liquid, not having to die rigidly like a tree. It was because they had a substitute, for example Ning Chuan, 

who they were proactively contacting. 

A storm was brewing in Immortal Ancient, all sides unable to remain calm, all because of the Lightning 

Tribulation Liquid. This led to the awakening of a few sect masters from their slumber. 

There were too many natives, clans towering in large numbers. However, sect masters weren’t that 

many, if not dead, they went made or muddle-headed. Only a few could still appear. 

This was a violent commotion! 

Shi Hao naturally heard the news, his eyes becoming ice cold. Those two had to die, actually daring to 

add fuel to the flame. 

That day, the Eight Armed Soul Race’s ancient ancestor personally moved. Those two were nothing 

more than heavenly deities, not placed in his eyes at all. No one expected them to actually dare stir up 

conflict, angering the elder. 

A great murderous intent surged, spreading through Immortal Ancient! 

There were some who saw sect masters clash, fighting above barren lands, fighting until the heavens 

collapsed and earth split. 

There was actually someone who could resist the Eight Armed Soul Race’s ancient ancestor, exceeding 

everyone’s expectations. 

However, after the curse was eliminated, the Soul Race’s number one expert’s strength became even 

more terrifying, able to take action without any restraint, winning over his opponent. 

Then, a sect master bled. After his spiritual body was killed, this matter immediately triggered a huge 

commotion. 



That person disguised his spiritual body as the true body to tangle around the Eight Armed Soul Race’s 

ancient ancestor, his true body unexpectedly already secretly charging murderously towards Soul Island, 

truly about to attack and cut off Shi Hao, seize his Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

Only, he miscalculated. Beauty Clan’s sect master was overseeing this place, and the two sect masters 

rumored to have long left also appeared, still staying here as guests! 

Everyone knew that Shi Hao saved a total of four sect masters. In the end, there were three here! 

Hong! n/.0𝑣𝑒𝑙𝐁In 

An intense battle broke out. This person’s blood dyed the heavens. After losing an arm, he broke out 

with heavy injuries. 

The Eight Armed Sol Race’s ancient ancestor, after killing that person’s spiritual body, found traces of 

Ma Yue and Mo Luo. He displayed power even from endless distance away, blasting their bodies until 

they split apart, almost exploding. 

However, he still didn’t act and deal the killing blow in the end, instead handling the task to the 

heavenly deities who had been chasing after them all this time. 

Those individuals felt grateful. With those two heads, they could exchange them for Lightning 

Tribulation Liquid. 

“No, you all cannot be like this! We are heavenly deities, all Immortal Ancient natives, how could you do 

this?!” The two of them were horrified, couldn’t help but cry out like this. 

However, those heavenly deities’ expressions were all cold, long aware that these two had previously 

forfeited a great opportunity out of greed. They looked down on these two, suppressing and killing them 

without mercy. 

When the two heads were brought to Soul Island and displayed before Shi Hao, he gave out the 

Lightning Tribulation Liquid as promised. 

This matter’s effects were great, the reactions of various clans different, all of their minds jumping. 

This was especially the case for the geniuses of the three thousand provinces, all of them breaking out in 

cold sweat. Those were heavenly deities! Yet Shi Hao didn’t even have to take action himself, the heads 

brought before him just like that. 

Everyone trembled in fear. Right now, who dared offend Huang? If they truly made him discontent, just 

the slightest suggestion from him might have people fighting for his sake! 

That day, Gu Jianyun withdrew from Immortal Ancient, leaving quickly and decisively from this place. 

An ancient king, a powerful individual who had previously crossed lightning tribulation ran just like that, 

not even leaving behind a single word. This made even more people’s hearts tremble, feeling stupefied. 

“Seal up the entrance, don’t let that Little Six kid leave!” Shi Hao said. 



When these words sounded, it triggered a huge uproar. Everyone knew that Huang was going to take 

action against Six Crown King Ning Chuan, already showing this type of intention. He was about to act 

decisively. 

Sure enough, there were heavenly deities who immediately walked out to search for Ning Chuan’s 

whereabouts. 

Everyone knew that if they wanted to obtain Lightning Tribulation Liquid from Shi Hao, they had to 

display their sincerity. Even if they didn’t kill Ning Chuan, they could still find his whereabouts and tell it 

to Huang. 

Of course, there were some who had long tied themselves to Shi Hao’s side, wishing to directly kill Ning 

Chuan, searching everywhere for him. 

Hong! 

Deep into the night, someone attacked Soul Island, almost breaking into Shi Hao’s place of seclusion. 

Fortunately, there were sect masters overseeing the place, stopping their attack. 

Shi Hao frowned. The situation was a bit complex and dangerous. 

Even though in the eyes of the three thousand provinces’ cultivators, he currently wielded tremendous 

power, a twenty year old youngster already enough to order heavenly deities of all sides, he himself 

knew that he was currently propped up on a stove and roasted, things not all that optimistic. 

Once Immortal Ancient opened and the sect masters of the outside world slaughtered their way inside, 

he would most likely be in danger. 

Aside from this, there were other sect masters in this ancient land, for example, the one that had just 

attacked secretly, targeting the Lightning Tribulation Liquid he had on him. It was because they bore 

enmity against the Soul Clan, so they had no choice but to forcefully seize him. 

If they continued like this, a slight carelessness might result in danger to his life. 

There was good news as well. The next day, a sect master paid a visit, already at the brink of muddle-

headedness, asking Shi Hao for help. There were now five sect masters that stood at his side. 

“There are two or three sect masters that cannot be converted into friends, related to the heavenly 

deities you killed, close friends with the Silver Blood Devil Tree Race’s ancient ancestor.” Beauty Race’s 

number one expert said. 

Shi Hao frowned and said, “I do not want to remain in Soul island. Are there any places that can stop the 

steps of sect master level figures?” 

“There are a few places, but it’s too dangerous.” Soul Race’s ancient ancestor said. 

However, when Shi Hao heard him describe those places in detail, he was immediately moved. He 

wanted to search for opportunities to begin with and seize natural luck. It was now the perfect time to 

go on his way. 



Why did he enter Immortal Ancient? To temper himself and transform, search for all types of great 

treasures. 

He received news about a few secret places from the sect masters’ mouths. Those areas were quite 

strange, the space not stable. It would be dangerous for cultivators at any cultivation realm. 

“There is a Heavenly Deity Tree? I have to go!” Shi Hao said. 

When he received news that there was a Heavenly Deity Tree in one of the places, and that another 

place had the cave of an immortal, he was immediately moved. He had to pay them a visit no matter 

what. 

He had a feeling that he was going to leave Immortal Ancient soon. Before leaving, he had to carry out a 

final ‘sweep’ of this place, seizing all possible natural luck. 

“Sigh, only saw a single stalk of immortal medicine, that White Tortoise Carrying Immortal. If I captured 

it, that would’ve been good!” This was Shi Hao’s desire. He really wanted a stalk of long life medicine, 

bringing it out from Immortal Ancient. 

“Let me tell you a secret. This world has four Heavenly Deity Trees, their attributes different. If they 

combine and produce the mother tree, they will become a true long life medicine!” Beauty Race’s sect 

master said. 

“What, there is this type of saying?” Shi Hao was stupefied. 

“Correct, it is divided into earth, fire, wind, and water. It was originally an unmatched immortal 

medicine, but in the end, it was divided into four stalks by someone with tremendous magical force.” 

Another sect master added. 

Shi Hao thought for a bit. He had previously seen one that was together with the ‘White Tortoise 

Carrying Immortal’. 

Now, he seemed to have obtained some information about another Heavenly Deity Tree, how could he 

not be moved? 

“When Immortal Ancient is cut open, that white tortoise will definitely appear. I need to think of a way 

to get that tree from it,” Shi Hao said. 

“Reporting, Ning Chuan’s whereabouts have been found, currently being pursued by several heavenly 

deities!” Suddenly, someone ascended onto the island and reported this information. 

Shi Hao originally wanted to leave, but when he obtained this piece of information, he immediately 

became extremely pleased, saying, “I’ll get rid of him first.” 

Even Ning Chuan was being hunted down, the effects of this matter tremendous, shaking up Immortal 

Ancient. 

Chapter 1003 - Ancient Land 

Everyone speculated that Ning Chuan was in a weak state, greatly affected by Holy Sacrifice, or else 

normal heavenly deities wouldn’t dare chase after him. 



Shi Hao knew that this person used the Saint Wood to break into the Holy Sacrifice Realm, becoming a 

divine king! 

“Cannot allow him to escape! Chase!” Shi Hao was in a rush. This was the best chance to kill this person. 

Otherwise, it would definitely be a great disaster. 

“Are you going to personally take action?” Beauty Clan’s ancient ancestor’s eyes moved, speaking like 

this. 

Shi Hao’s mind was moved, revealing a look of surprise. “I ask several seniors to head out as well to 

prevent him from getting away!” 

“Fine!” 

“Let’s go and take a look!” 

Two sect masters were going to follow along and take a look to see what exactly was going on. 

They continued without stopping to rest, hurrying over to a small world to chase after Ning Chuan. 

That day, Immortal Ancient was thrown into chaos. The small worlds all began to clamor with noise, 

killing energy surging. Heavenly deities were chasing after Ning Chuan, stirring up great waves. 

The white clothed Six Crown King, how shocking was this? Someone known to be unmatched in his 

cultivation realm from past to present, never having met someone who was a worthy opponent among 

his peers. 

However now, he was in such a sorry state, being chased after by others. 

There were news that he was originally cultivating in seclusion, but he was unexpectedly discovered by 

others while in a weaker state, and that was why he ended up being chased by a few people for over 

hundreds of thousands of li. 

“Huang arrived, going to personally kill Ning Chuan!” 

“That young supreme being who crossed heavenly tribulation and became a divine king is going to 

descend, about to settle his grudge with Ning Chuan! A major event is going to happen after all!” 

Many people were discussing among themselves and full of expectation. They wanted to watch these 

two powerful individuals fight a decisive battle to the death. 

However, most people didn’t see things in Ning Chuan’s favor. It was because even though he was in the 

Holy Sacrifice Realm, he still didn’t cross heavenly tribulation again, so this bit already made him a bit 

inferior. 

The most important thing was that he was currently in a weak state! 

If he couldn’t immediately recover, Ning Chuan would undoubtedly die. Who could withstand Huang’s 

power? That was why the timing in his recovery was crucial. 



There were rumors going around the outside world that the white clothed Six Crown King was going to 

die, that this supreme being with fine jadelike skin and a face that was even prettier than that of women 

was going to fall. 

“What a pity it is with Six Crown King, could it be that he is going to fall here? He reigned victorious in six 

worlds, known to be an undefeated individual, this type of end is just too lamentable.” 

Even the cultivators of the three thousand provinces were all shocked, all of them revealing complex 

expressions. A majestic and heroic figure in their hearts had been smashed, making it difficult for them 

to calm down. 

Everyone felt that Ning Chuan might be finished! 

“Appeared! Ning Chuan was locked onto by someone, appearing in Green Spirit Realm!” 

“Not good, he is undoubtedly dead. He is now being followed, his true body completely locked onto, 

unable to flee any longer!” 

News transmitted outwards, leaving all sides shaken. Cultivators of all sides swarmed over. 

Shi Hao’s group slaughtered their way over, their goal to end Ning Chuan’s life. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, a terrifying fluctuation rushed out. There was actually someone trying to kill Shi Hao, sect 

master level fluctuations, incredibly intense. 

In that instant, everyone became stunned, looking towards the sky with stupefied expressions. 

That was a hand that hid heaven and earth, incredibly large, several thousand li in size. It covered 

everything beneath it, including all of the spectators! 

That type of aura was too terrifying, powerful to the point of leaving others feeling suffocated! 

An unmatched sect master appeared, coming here to kill Shi Hao, suddenly displaying a vicious attack. 

“Its Ning Chuan!” Someone cried out. n()O𝐕𝔢𝔩𝔟In 

It was because that sect master appeared next to Ning Chuan, clearly traveling together with him all this 

time. 

At this moment, many people’s fine hairs stood on end, breaking out into a cold shiver. This was a whole 

different situation on its own! 

Ning Chuan was conspiring together with a sect master, using his body as bait to guide Shi Hao over. 

Then, the most powerful sect master did everything he could to attack, trying to kill Huang in this way. 

The ones who were saying how Six Crown King was going to fall earlier all became stupefied. Now, they 

woke up, realizing that this was the burial ground prepared for Shi Hao. 

“Correct, Huang hid in Soul Island, not only having a few sect masters, but also the Great Mountain 

Protecting Formation, difficult to kill him. Now, it’s different!” 



The snake was drawn out from its hole, and now it was going to be killed! 

A great hand covered the sky, covering Shi Hao’s location. 

Suddenly, in that instant, a sharp sword radiance rushed towards the sky, hacking towards that large 

hand, stopping the sect master’s might. 

“Heng!” 

The expert in the sky was without fear, and there were others assisting him as well. A cold snort 

sounded, and then a golden war spear appeared, piercing down from beyond the heavens, the aura 

ridiculously powerful. It also rushed murderously at Shi Hao. 

It wasn’t a single sect master that was like this. For the sake of killing Huang, the other side made ample 

preparations. 

Hong! 

Then, this place erupted, three great sect masters appearing in the sky, including that Silver Blood Devil 

Tree Race’s ancient ancestor. 

There were two sect masters that protected Shi Hao below. It was clear that their strength didn’t match 

up. 

“Yi, not right, hurry and leave!” Suddenly, a shout sounded from above. A sect master grabbed Ning 

Chuan, quickly fleeing into the distance. 

“Chase!” 

There was someone that released a shout on the ground. In the blink of an eye, three great sect masters 

appeared. 

“Wasn’t there information before that there were only two that came out with him? Why did all five 

appear?” The Silver Blood Devil Tree Race’s ancient ancestor was furious. 

He invited helpers to suppress and kill Shi Hao, ending the Eight Armed Soul Race and other clans’ hope. 

Who could have predicted that things would change like this? 

The skies, a rain of blood scattered. There were sect masters that were injured. The three great sect 

masters were fleeing in a sorry state, not daring to stay here to fight to the death, quickly breaking out. 

Shi Hao appeared indifferent. Before leaving, Beauty Clan’s sect master already warned him, and that 

was why he brought two sect masters to follow him. In reality, the great experts secretly all followed 

along. 

“A single carelessness, and something unexpected might have happened.” Shi Hao released a soft sigh. 

It was a bit of a pity that they couldn’t capture Ning Chuan. The other party wasn’t discovered, but 

rather leaked out his own whereabouts on purpose, colluding with sect masters, guiding him over. 

“I’ll kill you next time!” Shi Hao said to himself. 



Ning Chuan stepped into the Holy Sacrifice Realm, his methods heaven reaching. With sect masters 

sheltering him, if he deliberately went into hiding, it would be difficult to find him. He could only wait for 

another opportunity now. 

Soon afterwards, Shi Hao secretly went on his way, rushing towards those place of great opportunities. 

This was an ancient land, the ground not covered by grass, no bodies of water. It was a great desert that 

lacked vitality. 

It was to the extent where not even a sun could be seen, constantly engulfed in great winds that blew 

sand and stone everywhere. 

There were a few cracks and a few black holes in the void that were currently blowing rarely seen black 

astral winds. These winds could split apart true deities, extremely terrifying. 

He received information about the Heavenly Deity Tree a long time ago, news that he obtained from 

Burial Realm, to the extent where he even had a damaged ancient diagram. 

Today, he obtained proof after all. The void in this place was unstable with another heaven and earth 

within it. These astral winds blew out from within. 

Shi Hao stepped forward. He made his way inside, entering through a black void black hole, entering a 

strange place. 

As soon as he entered, there was a great void crack that hacked over, releasing loud noises as it flew 

over. 

It was as Beauty Race’s sect master said, this place too dangerous, the space unstable. When normal 

deities entered, there was a danger of being torn to pieces at every turn. 

Shi Hao’s flesh had experienced the most powerful heavenly tribulation’s baptism, now entering the 

Holy Sacrifice Realm. He was a divine king, so he was naturally without fear. 

He made his way over, rushing into the depths of this ancient land, seeing all types of ruined and 

desolate scenes. 

The great earth was scorched black, as if it had been burned through. It was unknown just how much 

endless time had passed, now without even a single blade of grass growing. 

Shi Hao moved forward. Hong! Raging flames surged, making even his skin want to rupture. This was 

Solar Flame Essence, incomparably resplendent, flourishing with golden yellow light. 

He hurriedly supported his only heavenly passage to resist. 

This type of flame was extremely terrifying, but he had experienced the baptism of heavenly dao flames, 

long adapting to it, so he didn’t encounter a disaster here. Otherwise, normal people definitely wouldn’t 

be able to hold on if they entered. 

Along the way, he encountered all types of dangers. He was walking through a ruined ancient land. He 

truly began to doubt whether there was a Heavenly Deity Tree here. 

“Yi, I arrived!” 



Finally, he saw concentrated lightning interweaving in the void, berserk thunder rumbling as it hacked 

down. 

This was a strange place full of berserk lightning that carried the attributes of heavenly tribulation! 

When Shi Hao entered he immediately understood. This place was too strange, some places having 

normal lightning, but some guiding heavenly tribulation that matched one’s cultivation realm! 

What kind of place was this? It was too terrifying. 

If others entered, a single mistake would result in the death of body and spirit, simply impossible to 

withstand. 

Meanwhile, he crossed the most powerful lightning tribulation, so he naturally could make it through. 

Lightning poured down, filling everything between heaven and earth, rumbling as it crashed down. 

In this place, Shi Hao saw a lot of shining fine powder on the ground. Upon closer inspection, he 

discovered that this was bone powder! 

Heavenly deity bone powder! 

One could imagine what kind of disaster those who recklessly entered this place encountered, what kind 

of miserable deaths they experienced. 

It wasn’t that every inch of space could guide heavenly tribulation lightning here, there was normal 

lightning as well. However, if one wanted to take advantage of this and enter, one would have to rely on 

luck. It wasn’t something that could be predicted. 

“No wonder not many people since the ancient times were able to pick Heavenly Deity Fruits from this 

place.” Shi Hao said to himself. This was just too difficult. 

This region was extremely vast. Shi Hao moved quickly, resisting the lightning tribulation, already 

travelling several thousand li! 

After making it through this region, the clothes on his body long turned into ashes, his skin slightly 

charred black, but it didn’t hinder him too greatly. 

After a bit of rest, Shi Hao continued on his way. 

Finally, he saw plants. The earth was no longer scorched black, no flames or lightning radiance. He saw a 

verdant and lush color. 

Unfortunately, he didn’t see any Heavenly Deity Trees here. After strolling around this green area, he 

was met with the separation of lightning again. 

“Really is weird. Why is there so much lightning with the characteristics of heavenly tribulation? Could it 

be that a battle in Immortal Ancient Great Era ruined heaven and earth, bringing problems even to 

heavenly tribulation?” 

Shi Hao charged forward again. Two days later, he finally sensed a trace of abnormality. 



Up ahead towered a great mountain. It was incomparably massive, as if it was as tall as the heavens, 

reaching past the clouds. 

There was the aura of a powerful deity. There were plants here, yet there was a lack of powerful 

individuals, so this naturally made this place extremely strange. 

Shi Hao rushed into the sky, passing the cloud layer, seeing what was above the mountain. He 

immediately widened his eyes, releasing blazing radiance. 

He was immediately filled with a true feeling of happiness! 

There was an ancient tree that was upright and strong like a dragon, even thicker than the one he saw in 

Immortal Medicine Garden. The branches were resplendent, the rays of light dazzling. 

This was a Heavenly Deity Tree! 

It was extremely tall, yet it was different from Immortal Medicine Garden’s stalk. Its leaves were an 

earthen yellow, and when it swayed back and forth, it would be suffused with golden radiance. 

When the radiance flickered to its most brilliant, it would appear as if this was an ancient tree created 

from suns. The golden color carried a blazing radiance, tens of millions of golden leaves fluttered and 

rustled about. 

What made Shi Hao the most happy was that it was full of flowers, moreover many of them, not just a 

few like what he had anticipated. 

Apart from this, upon closer inspection, he unexpectedly saw a few fruits hiding beneath the tree’s 

branches and leaves, shining like suns. Even though there weren’t many of them, this was enough to 

leave him completely shocked. 

Those were Heavenly Deity Fruits! 

This was an ancient divine tree with flowers and fruits. It was actually truly found by him! 

Chapter 1004 - Heavenly Deity Tree 

He really did find it! 

Shi Hao was shocked, feeling even more joy. When he saw that ancient tree that towered majestically 

above the divine cliff, his heart was full of excitement. 

He closed in step by step, able to sense the aura unique to deities from extremely far away. The ancient 

tree’s golden leaves, flowers, branches, and fruits all flowed with dense spiritual essence. 

It was extremely tall, and also extremely thick. The tree bark was cracked apart like palm-sized scales. 

The entire tree was a golden color. 

“Youngster, you are quite the lucky individual, actually reaching this place.” The ancient tree spoke. 

It was clear that this Heavenly Deity Tree wasn’t an ordinary medicinal herb, but a true powerful 

creature. Just the fruit it produced alone was enough to make one become a heavenly deity, let alone 

itself. 



“Senior and I have previously been acquainted!” Shi Hao was extremely polite. 

He already saw that this ancient tree was much more powerful than the stalk he saw in immortal 

ancient garden, because that tree suffered serious injuries, the trunk about to break. 

The tree before him was like a dormant Golden Heavenly Dragon! 

“Sigh, the heavens truly are unfair, your strength already comparable to that of heavenly deities at such 

a small age, while I’ve cultivated for endless years in vain, unable to break through.” The ancient tree 

said with a sigh. 

As a Heavenly Deity Tree, it could produce great dao fruit, making others become heavenly deities. How 

heaven defying was this? 

However, it was restricted by the world itself, cultivation extremely difficult for it. Its road had long been 

broken, unable to become a true unmatched expert. Right now, he was just at the peak of heavenly 

deity level, a single foot in the sect master level. 

However, generally speaking, it was still more fortunate than other divine medicines, still having 

powerful strength. 

One had to bear in mind that regardless of whether it was the Void Sky Divine Vine, Tribulation Crossing 

Divine Lotus or other divine medicines, or even the White Tortoise Carrying Immortal, a long life 

medicine, even though they possessed heaven defying medicinal nature, it was impossible for them to 

cultivate on a deep level, their strength not great. 

“Even though we can cultivate, we are restricted from birth, unable to achieve long life. Meanwhile, 

senior is a heavenly deity, yet has existed since the ancient past, great age continuous, able to watch as 

heavenly talents return to the yellow earth one after another, truly transcending above.” Shi Hao said. 

“You have quite the way with words. My situation is nothing more than this, the bitterness I am aware 

of. If not for being planted in tribulation earth, I would have long been seized by another and planted 

like divine medicine,” said the golden ancient tree. 

It was several dozen zhang in height, its branches lush and flourishing, entirely golden in color. There 

was a type of divine aura, its shining leaves supporting the clouds. 

“It’s nothing much. Since you could come here, then the two of us are brought together by fate. I will 

gift you a Heavenly Deity Fruit, help you stabilize your dao and become a heavenly deity.” It spoke like 

this. 

Shi Hao’s mind was burning with passion, he naturally wished to break through as quickly as possible as 

well. Time didn’t wait for him, the more powerful he was, the better. It was because he knew that 

chaotic times were coming, and only one’s own cultivation was reliable, only then could he live. 

He tactfully asked whether he could obtain a few more fruits. It was because he saw that this tree had 

more than one or two of those golden frutis. 

“As luck would have it, there is only one fruit that is mature. The others, if not only flowers, are still 

underripe, useless if taken.” The golden ancient tree shook its head, its branches releasing hualala 

sounds. 



Shi Hao humblingly asked what kind of effects there would be after eating the Heavenly Deity Fruit. 

“At the very least, it would prevent hundred disasters from invading, dirt and gas not approach the 

body,” said the ancient tree. Apart from being able to immediately become a heavenly deity, there were 

these wondrous effects too. 

“What does senior mean by hundred disaster from invading?” Shi Hao asked. 

“It can avoid lightning, stop flame tribulation, resist water calamity...” The Heavenly Deity Tree 

explained one after another. 

When Shi Hao heard this, the expression on his face immediately moved. It could avoid lightning 

tribulation, how could this be okay?! He had to cross tribulation in every single cultivation realm, use it 

to temper his body. 

“Senior, that lightning tribulation...” 

“Oh, I forgot, this great era rarely has lightning tribulation. These medicinal effects wouldn’t affect 

anything, one does not need to worry.” The ancient tree said. 

“How can I not worry? I need to cross tribulation!” Shi Hao said. 

“What? You said you crossed heavenly tribulation?” The heavenly deity tree was shocked. He thought 

that Shi Hao was lucky, unexpectedly entering from the outside world and not entering by resisting the 

heavenly tribulation. 

“I already crossed heavenly tribulation three times.” Shi Hao nodded. 

In that instant, he felt a powerful divine consciousness sweep over. Then, this ancient tree reached out a 

golden branch, placing it onto his shoulder. 

“What powerful flesh, a primordial spirit that has experienced the cleansing of lightning tribulation!” 

The Heavenly Deity Tree immediately felt a different aura upon contact, feeling greatly shocked. 

Shi Hao didn’t resist, because he had strength comparable to a heavenly deity. In addition, he saw that 

this old tree didn’t carry any killing intent. 

“Senior, you have stayed here for a long time, already becoming unfamiliar with the outside world. Are 

you willing to follow me?” Shi Hao probed. 

Now, he felt like the Heavenly Deity Fruit wasn’t that useful for him. However, he could help the old 

friends close to him. This was definitely an unmatched divine tree. 

He was comparable to a heavenly deity to begin with, so if he ate the fruit, it wouldn’t hold too much 

meaning. Moreover, if he couldn’t guide the heavenly tribulation later, then that would be extremely 

troublesome. 

That was why he felt that cultivating on his own was still better. Suddenly reaching the heavenly deity 

level just didn’t make him feel good. 



However, this tree still possessed extremely great temptation. If he could bring it back to Stone Village, 

make Grandpa Chief eat a Heavenly Deity Fruit, then he wouldn’t have to worry about the problem of 

growing older day by day. 

Stone Village had so many people, for example, if those uncles and companions all ate a Heavenly Deity 

Fruit, not only would they become strong, they could also protect and watch over each other, not having 

to watch as their loved ones aged and died one after another. 

As for his own grandfather, the Great Demonic God, Shi Hao believed that he could cultivate to the 

heavenly deity level on his own. If he really couldn’t he could naturally take a Heavenly Deity Fruit as 

well. 

That was why at this time, he stared at the ancient tree. Unknowingly when, his eyes already released a 

green light of desire, truly wishing he could immediately dig this tree up. 

“Youngster, what are you thinking?” The Heavenly Deity Tree began to shiver from being stared at. He 

always felt like this youngster wasn’t of the kind sort, making it feel incredibly uneasy. 

“Senior, the outside world is going to end up in chaos. The Archaic Alliance, Desolate Border, vast 

uninhabited region, and others, every single one of them are starting to erupt with chaos, the world 

about to enter disorder. This place of yours will no longer be a pure land. The space Immortal Ancient 

Remains reside in has already developed a large crack, about to be linked up to the outside world. 

Senior has to make preparations.” Shi Hao said. 

“What are you saying? What happened to the outside world?” The Heavenly Deity Tree revealed a 

serious expression, carefully asking. 

When it understood the situation from Shi Hao’s mouth, the old face that appeared on the trunk was 

incredibly overcast. 

These types of things happened in the outside world, Immortal Ancient even about to no longer exist. 

That meant that this ancient place that wasn’t disturbed by the outside world would most likely become 

connected to the three thousand provinces. 

“It would be good if there was a path to that place of long life.” The Heavenly Deity Tree said to itself. 

However, it knew that this was most likely unrealistic. 

“Senior, the younger generation wishes to lead the way, inviting senior to go out.” Shi Hao said, feeling 

more and more passionate. 

“With just your strength at the Holy Sacrifice Realm, how will you protect me? There is definitely a group 

of sect masters outside. When the time comes, there will definitely be someone to seize me, plant me 

inside of a medicine garden.” The Heavenly Deity Tree said. 

“Senior, I am only twenty years old, yet I already have this cultivation. What if I am given a few more 

years? One needs to look further.” Shi Hao said with a smile. He already set his resolution to bring out 

this ancient tree. 

Twenty years old, comparable to heavenly deity, this truly was shocking. Even in the last great era, this 

was quite unordinary. 



Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao didn’t hide anything anymore, revealing three strands of immortal 

energy, forming a great dao flower petal above his head. The sun and moon’s essence shone, the 

essence of heaven and earth swirling and moving about. The dao of heavenly laws were also echoing. 

The Heavenly Deity Tree couldn’t remain calm anymore, shocked to the point of immediately jumping 

up, the roots pulled from the earth, breathing hurried. Its tree leaves shook intensely, the entire tree 

resplendent with golden light. 

“Three strands of immortal energy, you actually reached this step. Even in the last great era, few young 

supreme beings could be like this!” 

This left it feeling deeply shocked, greatly moved. In this place where heaven and earth were changing, 

gradually reaching the end of a great era, he could actually still meet a genius cultivator like this. This 

truly left it shaken up. 

The Heavenly Deity Tree’s attitude immediately changed. Previously, it could remain calm, but now, it 

was extremely stirred up, feeling that it encountered a ‘ridiculous’ expert, perhaps it could follow him 

out. 

Then, the two, one old one young, began to discuss among themselves. 

The Heavenly Deity Tree swayed about, those golden leaves releasing a bit of dew that carried faint 

wine fragrance, inviting Shi Hao to drink a cup. 

“This won’t reject lightning tribulation, right?” 

“There is no need to worry, it is just the sweet dew of heaven and earth that has been brewed into 

wine.” The old tree said. 

Even Shi Hao never expected things to go this smoothly, already convincing the Heavenly Deity Tree, 

having it quite possibly following him. 

The Heavenly Deity Tree had some misgivings, telling Shi Hao that it was too luxuriant, that if he 

followed at Shi Hao’s side, it would be too eye-catching. When the time came, there would definitely be 

sects fighting over it. 

It could shrink and hide in spatial magical artifacts, but this would affect his growth, the Heavenly Deity 

Fruits easily coming off, so it wasn’t a good way. 

Shi Hao frowned and then said, “Is there no other way?” 

It was such a large ancient tree. Unless it was planted in Heaven Mending Sect, Immortal Palace, or 

Underworld Earth, these types of places, there was no way he could keep it in his hands. It would too 

easily draw the greed of others. 

“If you can find All Life Earth, even if I shrink to a foot tall, I can still flourish inside, my dao able to forge 

ahead, able to produce fruits again and again.” 

“I have All Life Earth!” Shi Hao said. He thought back to the earth he obtained from Jun Dao’s hands, but 

he already gifted it to the little rabbit. 



The Heavenly Deity Tree told Shi Hao that there was All Life Earth in the depths of this ancient land as 

well, and it was also suspected to carry a great secret from the last great era. 

Shi Hao went on his way. Since there was All Life Earth, then it was best not to pass on this opportunity. 

If he could find it, then he’ll be able to directly bring the old tree away, not having to worry about being 

discovered by others. 

The Heavenly Deity Tree warned again and again that it was going to be extremely dangerous, not even 

it daring to charge forward. There was the most powerful lightning tribulation along the way! 

Shi Hao smiled. He made it here precisely through the lightning tribulation, already crossing tribulation 

three times. For others, it might be a place of inevitable death, but he didn’t fear it at all. 

Sure enough, in this mountain valley, there were some places that were extremely peaceful, plants 

verdant and lush, but there were other places scorched black, lightning pouring down endlessly. 

Shi Hao frowned. The lightning tribulation in the very depths was terrifying after all, truly having the 

most powerful lightning hacking down from time to time. There were even some creatures formed from 

electrical arcs, baring their fangs and claws as they rushed at him. 

There were safe paths as well, but they would immediately be covered in lightning. If one wanted to 

make it through, if one didn’t rely on great luck, then they had to have secret treasures, or be powerful 

enough themselves. 

After advancing for several days, Shi Hao saw a stone arch bridge that led into a pure land. The plants 

inside were sparkling and translucent, multicolored light flourishing. 

Shi Hao stepped onto the bluestone, heading inside. In the end, the lightning blasted him until he was 

charred black. If it was an ordinary person, they would have definitely exploded on the spot. n)-
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While still far away, he saw a bit of scenery in the distance. In the depths of the pure land was a piece of 

wonderful land with all types of irregular scenes. Brilliant auspicious light flowed about, incomparably 

divine. 

“All Life Earth!” Shi Hao cried out with joy. 

At the same time, he was extremely shocked, because that All Life Earth produced many strange scenes, 

extremely mysterious. 

The most shocking thing was that the earth was flickering with specks of multicolored light like a mirror, 

reflecting the figure of a woman. 

“Why does it seem a bit familiar?” Shi Hao was immediately a bit stupefied, feeling like he recognized 

her. 

Chapter 1005 - Witch 

It really was strange. Why did this figure look a bit familiar? Upon closer inspection, he seemed to have 

met this person before. 



Shi Hao muttered to himself, looking again and again. 

However, that was still a figure reflected by the All Life Earth, so it was a bit indistinct, not a true body. 

In the pure land, there were many plants, many of which were old medicines that were several tens of 

thousands of years old, no lack of holy medicines here. This place was full of sweet fragrance and 

flowing light, incomparably divine. 

Shi Hao got closer. He supported his single heavenly passage, cautious as he approached, but there 

weren’t any dangers here. 

Despite this being the case, he still acted extremely carefully. It was because this touched upon All Life 

Earth, something that he absolutely had to be careful with. Its existence here was too important. 

It was rumored that it could nurture all living things, maintaining a state of undecaying. Even if a corpse 

was buried inside, after endless years, it would revive and resurrect. 

There was even less of a need to speak of its other wonderful uses. This type of thing was priceless even 

back in Immortal Ancient, normally speaking always grasped in the hands of unmatched experts. 

It was said that before immortals kings fell, they would always try to find this type of supreme treasure 

and bury oneself inside, yearning for the undecaying and a chance at resurrection. n--𝕠)-𝐯/-𝔢)(𝑙/-𝚋--I))n 

Of course, this type of revival wouldn’t be as simple as a year or two, possibly several tens of thousands 

of years, perhaps even the length of a great era. 

When Shi Hao thought of these things, his mind naturally trembled. Could it be that something was 

buried inside? 

In the past, inside the Immortal Medicine Garden, he had seen All Life Earth as well, grasped by the 

‘White Tortoise Carrying Immortal’. Back then, Shi Hao had previously suspected that the long life 

medicine might be produced by a great immortal king. 

However, there was no proof, only speculation. 

Now, he saw quite a bit of All Life Earth before him, enough to compare to the amount in Immortal 

Medicine Garden, the scope about one zhang. 

“Don’t tell me that there is a female immortal queen buried underneath!” Shi Hao said softly, his mind 

becoming a bit nervous. 

He already walked forward, facing this expanse of divine earth. 

All Life Earth was like sand, each granule sparkling, suffused with blue light, and erupting with dazzling 

brilliance, creating a hazy expanse. Smoke rose like multicolored clouds, overflowing with multicolored 

light and essence. 

Regardless of how one looked at it, it was extremely pure and holy, not like earth, but instead like the 

combination of all types of precious gems that were crushed and then later stored here. 

Shi Hao used magical force to separate the All Life Earth, digging into it bit by bit, wishing to see what 

exactly was underneath. 



Suddenly, after undoing a bit of sand, he saw a snow white jade foot. It wasn’t large, but sparkling and 

pure white like a jade sculpture. 

“Fucking hell!” Even though he had previously guessed that there might be a corpse buried underneath, 

when he truly dug something out, he was still startled. 

Shi Hao carefully touched it. It was soft and gentle, seemingly still possessing heat, full of elasticity. 

He couldn’t help but sigh. All Life Earth was astonishing after all, able to prevent a creature from 

decaying. Even after all this time, it still didn’t rot, still looking like it was full of life. 

Was it really an immortal king? 

In the present world, there weren’t any immortals anymore, there was no way anyone could reach that 

step. There would never be that type of person seen again. 

“There are no living immortals, but being able to take a look at a dead immortal isn’t bad either!” Shi 

Hao said to himself. He wanted to see what an immortal king that was still intact was like, what kind of 

places they were different in. 

Only, he was a bit suspicious. This immortal king didn’t release any terrifying aura, nor were there any 

world shocking fluctuations that were released. It was a bit different from the immortal corpses he saw 

before. 

Chi! 

Suddenly, a streak of sword light swept out, hacking at Shi Hao’s shoulder. With a pu sound, bloody light 

surged. If not for him dodging fast enough, his head would have been removed. 

This sword radiance was extremely sharp, able to hack through all before it. 

Shi Hao’s expression fell. He was already standing a hundred zhang away, his movements incomparably 

fast. 

“There are formations?” His eyes flickered with radiance. 

He displayed magical force from far away, separating the All Life Earth. This was originally a profound 

and complex formation, but due to some unknown reason, that formation was damaged, now already in 

a bad state. 

It seemed to have gone through flames, those formation materials all melting. 

“Good thing something happened to it, or else it really would be troublesome.” Shi Hao said. 

This time, he didn’t act politely. After walking over, he directly grabbed that woman’s ankles, directly 

pulling her out. 

It had to be said that this woman had a perfect body, her jade foot perfect, and then the pair of legs that 

were revealed were long and straight, snow-white like jade, wonderful to the point of leaving others in 

admiration. 



The lower parts of her legs were revealed, the crucial parts and others covered in dark gold armor. Her 

snow-white skin and armor flickering with dark light mutually reflected, setting off her body’s 

magnificence. 

This woman was pulled out by Shi Hao, her waist, chest, and upper body just as perfect as predicted, 

and now that it was in his hands, the body seemed even more flawless. 

This was an exceptionally fine woman, one who would truly tempt the hearts of the world! 

Even with Shi Hao’s picky eyes, he still sighed with amazement, becoming a bit absent-minded. It was a 

country toppling beauty after all, her appearance extremely perfect. 

This woman was too pretty. Shi Hao earnestly tried to pick a flaw, but he still couldn’t find any. 

She was full of life, as if still alive, her skin warm, possessing astonishing elasticity. 

Her beautiful eyes were tightly shut, like a sleeping fairy, peaceful and serene, as if she would wake up 

at any time. 

This was a sleeping beauty. She didn’t move at all, resting on this sand. 

Shi Hao was sure that it was the first time he saw this person’s appearance. 

“What a pity that she died, or else this type of exceptional beauty might very well be a true immortal. If I 

could keep her by my side as a servant girl, just the thought alone would move one’s heart!” Shi Hao 

said. 

Of course, this was just his own nonsensical wishful thinking. There was no way he could directly say this 

to a living true immortal, but saying a few sentences like this randomly was still okay. 

“Yi, something’s not right!” Shi Hao turned pale with fright, taking two steps backwards. It was because 

he discovered that this woman’s long eyelashes were moving, as if her eyes were going to open. 

Moreover, he felt a wave of extremely familiar feeling! 

How could this be? This woman, even though her appearance was matchless, a truly gorgeous beauty, 

he had never met her before. This appearance didn’t match any of his acquaintances. 

Why did he feel such a familiar feeling? 

Ripples undulated. This woman shone, her flesh sparkling, and air began to pass through the end of her 

nose, starting to revive! 

Shi Hao was shocked. She... was really going to come alive? 

“It’s not immortal dao aura, could it be...” Shi Hao seemed to have thought of something, quickly taking 

action, making imprints and pressing forward, about to be pressed against her vitals. 

Shua! 

In that instant, this woman opened her eyes, her pupils deep like a starry sky, flickering with intelligent 

radiance. Her head of beautiful hair danced about, her entire being giving off an extraordinary 

otherworldliness. 



Peng! 

What kind of expert was Shi Hao? Three strands of immortal energy surged, suppressing forward, 

surrounding her entire body, preventing her from escaping. 

This woman was too strange. He wanted to get the preemptive strike in. 

Chi! 

He never expected that this woman would have also cultivated immortal energy, her fine jade fingertips 

releasing a streak of divine light. Moreover, there was a terrifying stone bead that brought her body 

away, quickly evading outwards. 

“Little thief, you dare mount a sneak attack on me!” Right at this moment, this woman spoke up with 

anger, but also a bit of surprise. 

He felt more and more familiar. Shi Hao stopped his steps, becoming a bit dumbstruck, continuously 

staring at her. 

Eventually, he woke up, saying, “It’s you?!” 

This woman was standing on the All Life Earth, her figure tall and slender, almost the same height as Shi 

Hao. Her skin was snow-white and shining like ivory, curves rising and falling. 

She had a head of black beautiful hair, her figure impressive, possessing a type of world shaking 

temptation. 

“You ungrateful fella, actually coming to my place of seclusion, and even trying to plot against me.” The 

woman was discontent, her eyes flickering with brilliance. 

Her long black hair reflected light like a mirror, scattering down to her waist, forming a black and white 

contrast with her fine jadelike skin. Together with the golden armor that covered the crucial areas, it 

gave her a type of completely unique exceptional style. 

“Witch... it really is you?!” Shi Hao was a bit speechless. He never expected he would dig up Sky Severing 

Sect’s witch here. 

This young lady was opposed to Yue Chan. Regardless of whether it was in the lower realm or the higher 

realm, the two were always tangling with each other. 

Ever since he entered Immortal Ancient, Shi Hao knew that he would run into her sooner or later, but a 

few years passed in the blink of an eye with no news of her, only now did he unexpectedly find her. 

Who would have thought that she would bury herself in All Life Earth. 

“I am cultivating in seclusion.” The witch gave him a look, her entire being giving off an astonishing 

spirituality, as if she was a crafty sprite, aloof and otherworldly. 

“Why do you seem a bit different from before?” Shi Hao had too many questions. The witch’s 

temperament was exceptional, but her appearance was definitely different from the past. 



“Truly hateful. After cultivating that heavenly art, the formation and my clothes were all burned away.” 

The witch muttered, feeling great discontent. Fortunately, she wasn’t completely stripped, the dark 

armor still remaining. 

Shua! 

White colored clothes fluttered about, covering her body. However, it was still quite revealing, but she 

didn’t mind this. 

“Today can be considered our first true meeting.” The witch said, her teeth sparkling, red lips bright. 

“You evil woman, you... in the past, they were always spiritual bodies?!” Shi Hao’s head was covered in 

dark lines. 

It truly was hateful. This woman was too lowly. Their many meetings were all with spiritual bodies? 

The first time they met was in the Northern Sea’s Kun Peng nest. Back then, she was a crafty and lively 

young lady. The second time they met was in Stone Country Imperial Capital, back then a nine-tailed fox 

fairy. After that, she displayed three different appearances, just as crafty and beautiful, previously 

working together with Shi Hao to capture Yue Chan. 

He thought that he had already seen the witch’s true body in the third meeting. 

“This is my true body, always using spiritual bodies to contact you before. You are so crafty, if I’m not 

guard, how can that be okay?” She laughed, her beautiful eyes moving about, a look of not being 

concerned in the slightest appearing on her face. 

Who was the one that was crafty? Shi Hao clenched his teeth. It was clearly this girl that was slippery 

like a loach. They already worked together so many times, yet she never revealed her true body. 

If not for digging her up this time, who knew when he would truly know what she really looked like. 

Shi Hao opened his Heavenly Eyes, releasing brilliant divine light, making sure that this wasn’t a spiritual 

body but a true body. 

“Little Stone, you dare take advantage of me!” The witch quickly moved her body, as well as released 

resplendent symbols to interfere with his Heavenly Eyes, preventing him from seeing through. 

“You tricked me for so many years, yet you still have the nerve to say that I am taking advantage of 

you?!” Shi Hao’s expression was unkind. 

“Hey, we haven’t met for a few years, so how are things with you and Yue Chan?” The witch changed 

the subject. She also took the initiative to wave towards him, smiling sweetly as she said, “Don’t be so 

inflexible, old friends meeting again should be a joyous matter. I’ll gift you a natural luck, you can have 

this All Life Earth.” 

“I would have brought it away even if you didn’t tell me to, I have a great use for it.” Shi Hao wasn’t in a 

rush to ask her why she was here. He produced a bone cauldron and began to collect the All Life Earth. 

“En? Why is it so heavy?” After collecting only half, he discovered that something wasn’t right. Even 

while exerting force, it was difficult to collect it all. 



“Let me give you a hand!” The witch giggled. 

A few minutes later, Shi Hao began to sweat. The witch was also sparing no effort, just like him, 

expending a lot of foundational energy. 

Shi Hao’s expression was unkind. “We just met, yet you are already trying to exploit others, you even 

have the shamelessness to call me an old friend?” 

“Don’t be so stingy, back then, I gifted you a delicate and pretty Heaven Mending Sect’s holy lady, yet 

you aren’t even willing to help me move a bit of sand, truly no conscience.” The witch said. 

This earth definitely had something underneath that possessed a strange force, restricting the All Life 

Earth, preventing it from being completely taken away. 

After who knew how much time had passed, Shi Hao collected seventy percent of the sand, and then he 

saw a human outline appear in the sand. 

He was immediately shocked, looking towards the witch. 

“The one laying below is the true owner, an immortal king?!” Shi Hao looked like he had seen a ghost, 

this All Life Earth truly having a creature buried deep inside. 

The witch was quite daring! 

“Don’t look at me, if it wasn’t for cultivating a certain heavenly art, you think I’ll be willing to lay here? I 

need the All Life Earth to make sure my body doesn’t break.” The witch rolled her eyes at him, muttering 

like this. 

“How did you come in here?” Shi Hao asked, not immediately digging this thing out. 

“I saw a blood soaked heaven and earth source energy cauldron that carried people. It shattered space, 

and after chasing it, I ended up here.” The witch said. She was quite relaxed, as if she wasn’t concerned 

at all. Her large eyes moved about, small waist stretching, appearing extremely easygoing. 

“What did you say?” Shi Hao immediately thought of the cauldron he saw on the ancient altar at the 

bottom of Burial Realm’s Black Abyss. It didn’t belong to the past or the present, but it came for him! 

“It... where did it go?!” Shi Hao immediately grabbed the witch’s snow-white arms. 

“Hey, hey, hey, aren’t you grabbing the wrong person? I am not Yue Chan!” She was graceful like an 

immortal, immediately moving over, glaring at him. 

“Look, just beneath the All Life Earth.” She added. 

Shi Hao was stupefied, looking beneath her feet with shock. 

Chapter 1006 - A Drop of Emperor Blood 

The source energy cauldron that had always left him with great restraining fear was unexpectedly here, 

precisely underneath this All Life Earth? How could Shi Hao not be shocked! 



“You aren’t trying to dupe me, are you?” Shi Hao looked towards the witch. This witch was extremely 

crafty, nothing she said necessarily true. Moreover, what was beneath the earth was clearly the sign of a 

human and not a cauldron. 

The witch’s wonderful figure moved about, black hair scattered down, her large eyes intelligent, bright 

like a moon, aloof like an exiled immortal. At this moment, she revealed a smile and said, “What benefits 

are there in deceiving you?” 

She always wore a black-colored long dress in the past, her skin like beautiful jade, incredibly alluring. 

Now, her white clothes were even purer than snow, this type of otherworldly temperament was a bit 

different. 

“Are you trying to steal your enemy’s style?” Shi Hao looked at her. 

“Hah, back then, just a few spiritual bodies were enough to deal with her. Right, that little Yue Chan girl, 

how is she now?” The witch’s figure was tall and wonderful. She collected her beautiful hair, her eyes 

moving around, her exceptional fairy-like appearance changed, immediately revealing a provocative and 

enchanting beauty that moved hearts. 

Shi Hao looked at her. This witch was just like in the past, always cheery, slippery, a difficult character to 

deal with. 

“Yue Chan’s body back then wasn’t a true body either, dividing into a main and second body. You should 

already know this, that we only captured the second body.” Shi Hao said. 

“Aiyou, so affectionate when you mention her, could it be that you really did something crazy with her? I 

truly never expected this. Back then, you were just a little kid, not even reaching my shoulder in height, 

having such bad thoughts when you were so young, you actually did do it? Yue Chan really is pitiful, 

corrupted in the hands of a little brat, truly the downfall of a fairy of this world!” 

The witch’s figure rose and fell. She shook her head, putting on a mischievous expression. However, her 

large eyes flickered with radiance, extremely happy, clearly secretly taking joy in Yue Chan’s disaster. 

Dark lines appeared on Shi Hao’s head. What kind of attitude was this? In the past, he indeed hadn’t 

matured yet, his age not great, but his height definitely wasn’t short, how could it only reach her 

shoulder? 

“You are going to mock me as soon as we meet, is that how it’s going to be?” Shi Hao’s expression was 

unkind, staring at the witch, eyes sweeping past her ivory-like pure white body that was undulating with 

curves, grinding his teeth. 

“Tell me, tell me, how is the one defeated under my hands?” The witch was extremely happy. 

“She... is doing very well!” Shi Hao said. 

“Yi?” The witch seemed to have discovered a new world, her expression becoming strange, her long and 

curved eyebrows moving, starting to giggle as she said, “There really was an affair?!” 

Those words immediately made Shi Hao’s eyebrows jump. He glared at her. 



“I never expected that little brat back then would be so daring, truly daring to do bad things!” The witch 

shook her head, continuously laughing. 

“You should speak less nonsense!” 

“Embarrassed? I can tell with one look from your expression that something wrong definitely happened 

between you two. Haha... this really is interesting. I want to see how Yue Chan will try to act like a calm 

and untainted fairy before me next time I meet her.” The witch’s smile was extremely brilliant. 

Shi Hao immediately became speechless. Only after a long time had passed did he say viciously. 

“Actually, I’ve always had quite the interest in you. How about throwing yourself into my arms?” 

“Little fella, get as far away from me as far away can be!” The witch’s smile didn’t decrease, but she was 

quite calm. 

“How much older are you than me?” Shi Hao walked a circle around her, and then said, “Your body is 

quite something, different from that sect’s fairy, all types of grace to it.” 

Since the witch dared to ridicule and make fun of him, Shi Hao naturally didn’t mind taking advantage of 

her as well, take some liberties with her. 

“Little thief, you should just go find your fairy. This aunt doesn’t have time to bicker with you, I have to 

cultivate and become an immortal. In the future, I wouldn’t mind paying Yue Chan a visit, haha...” She 

smiled in a rather carefree manner, her tall body moving about, extremely easygoing, as if a tender and 

beautiful Immortal Devil Flower was swaying gently, beautiful and seductive. 

Shi Hao took action, grabbing forward at the witch’s sparkling white lotus arm. Three strands of 

immortal energy swirled. 

“Hey, there’s something more important, I don’t want to fight with you!” The witch activated immortal 

energy, and a stone bead appeared, displaying might. A mist appeared, bringing her in retreat. 

They didn’t waste time, starting to dig at this place. The All Life Earth was collected by Shi Hao and 

placed in that bone cauldron. 

Sure enough, the thing below had a mysterious power, pulling at the All Life Earth, making it harder and 

harder to remove. 

Kengqiang! 

In the end, the true appearance of what was underground appeared. 

“Immortal king?” The witch was shocked, even her withdrawing her smile, treating this seriously, fearing 

that something unforeseen might happen. 

The bright and multicolored All Life Earth below had a single person laying there, motionless. The armor 

was dim, full of cracks, not a trace of light. 

However, it gave others a mysterious, inviolable pure and holy feeling. Even though it had long become 

damaged, it was still unordinary. 

“Is it really an immortal king?” Even Shi Hao was moved. 



He always heard that only true immortals had All Life Earth, used to plant long life medicine and bury 

one’s body. It was extremely precious, able to maintain an undecaying state. 

Now, the legends proved true. Shi Hao revealed a grave expression, staring at the person below. 

Both him and the witch did everything they could to collect that shining earth, completely exposing that 

immortal body. 

“A female immortal?” 

“Yi, not right, there’s no corpse, where is the actual person?!” 

They suddenly trembled. That armor was extremely ordinary, as if someone was wearing it, not caving in 

as it rested in the earth. However, after all of the earth was cleaned out, they discovered that there was 

only an armor. It was in human form, yet there was no owner present. 

This armor had previously belonged to a woman! 

“What kind of material is this? Could it be some type of Immortal Gold?!” Shi Hao touched it, and then 

he pinched it. In the end, he discovered that even though this armor was long covered in cracks, he still 

couldn’t move it. 

It was simple and ancient looking, not having any brilliance. However, there was no need to doubt that 

these were exceptionally precious battle clothes. If it wasn’t damaged, it would definitely be world 

shocking. 

“It makes sense if one just thinks about it. In the past, there was an immortal dao fairy that knew she 

was going to die, so she buried herself here. However, where is her true body?” The witch said. 

Then, she turned her slender and elegant body, looked towards Shi Hao and said, “The All Life Earth is 

yours, but I want this armor.” 

Shi Hao gave it a try, but this armor didn’t show any reaction, already half ruined. Apart from being 

sturdy, there wasn’t anything else special about it. However, he knew that it was definitely strange. He 

didn’t compete with her and nodded. 

It was because he also had a set of tattered armor, one that seemed to be related to the Lightning 

Emperor, so he might as well give this one to the witch. She was the one that discovered this place first 

anyway. 

“Yi, there is a shower of light, ascension radiance. Did she ascend or ascend to heaven?” The witch was 

shocked. 

Shi Hao was also shocked. This armor was shining strangely, a bit of light and mist drifting out from 

within, as if a perfect body scattered away here. 

This type of scene was a bit strange, and also extremely shocking. 

“When an unmatched expert dies, some are willing to leave behind a mortal envelope, while others wish 

to dissipate, return to heaven and earth. This is likely the latter.” Shi Hao said. 



“What a pity, to be able to reach that cultivation realm, she was definitely an exceptional woman of her 

era. Only, to die silently and without any news like this, not even the All Life Earth could do anything? 

Not even her name was left behind in this world.” The witch sighed with amazement. 

“Where is the heaven and earth source energy cauldron you spoke of?” Shi Hao looked at her with an 

unkind expression. This evil woman was definitely using him to help her dig up this All Life Earth. 

This armor originally possessed a mysterious power, sucking down on the immortal earth. However 

now, it no longer released a domain, returning to normal. 

“Several years ago, I saw it fly over and enter this place. As for how it disappeared afterwards, I have no 

idea.” The witch shook her head. 

She vowed that she wasn’t lying, that she truly saw that cauldron, that she came precisely after 

following it here. 

Shi Hao believed that she wasn’t lying. If she didn’t see the cauldron, there was no way she could 

describe its appearance. 

The two of them continued digging, wishing to collect the remaining earth as well. 

“Yi, still not easy to dig up. Could it be that there’s still something else below, sucking down on this 

earth?” Shi Hao’s mind was moved. 

The All Life Earth was one zhang in width, and also one zhang deep. 

After completely digging it up and collecting all of the earth, the two of them finally saw the very 

bottom, both of their expressions changing. 

It was a drop of blood, bright like a fire diamond, bright red and resplendent, divine multicolored light 

rushing into the heavens. As soon as it emerged, it released an immeasurable power! 

Shi Hao and the witch backed up, feeling incomparably shocked. What kind of expert was this exactly? It 

was just a drop of blood, yet it made their fine hairs stand on end, as if they were facing a stampede of 

vicious beasts. 

The drop of blood was resplendent and astonishing! 

Moreover, what they couldn’t help but feel shocked over was that there was no killing energy. This was 

just a harmless drop of blood someone left behind, yet it unexpectedly had this type of mysterious 

pressure. 

If not for being comparable to the heavenly deity level, Shi Hao believed that any true deity and others 

would be forced to kneel down here, their bodies trembling uncontrollably. 

This was simply outrageous, too shocking! 

What kind of blood was this? 

“I’ve seen it before. This is the blood on that source energy cauldron, bright red like a blood diamond, 

previously shining on it, illuminating the heavens.” The witch spoke, a rare instance of not laughing, her 

expression serious. 



Shi Hao opened his Heavenly Eyes, staring at this drop of blood, unexpectedly not able to see through it. 

It had wisps of chaotic energy swirling around it. He couldn’t tell what kind of natural laws and order 

there were inside. 

Even the Heavenly Eyes were ineffective, this was a rare thing! 

“Not belonging to the past, not belonging to the present, returned to see me, what exactly are you 

trying to do?” Shi Hao said softly, his expression cold. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, this drop of blood erupted with surging energy, as if it sensed something, unexpectedly 

becoming like ocean waves, shaking up this place until space trembled, trembling greatly, about to 

collapse. 

“What kind of person is this?” The witch was shocked, widening her beautiful eyes and staring at that 

drop of blood. 

“Comparable to Willow Deity?” Shi Hao’s heart was pounding. 

He had a type of feeling that if the Willow Deity truly revived, it should possess this type of might. 

“The person the cauldron was carrying descended in the All Life Earth to recover, because this earth can 

prevent one from rotting, nurturing all life and objects.” The witch came to this conclusion. 

Shi Hao nodded. This should be the case. 

“Did you see the owner of the cauldron? What kind of appearance did it have?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Extremely blurry, not easy to say. The first time, it seemed to be female, but fragments of time danced 

about, and then she became indistinct. Then, it seemed like I saw a male.” The witch said without 

certainty. 

She felt that the cauldron was extremely sinister, as if it came from the past, making even time become 

unstable. It was difficult to say what kind of feeling it was. 

Hong! n𝕠𝐯𝑒-𝐋𝚋-In 

Immediately afterwards, that drop of blood became even more astonishing, releasing a sky tearing 

fluctuation. In addition, it released waves of crying sounds, shaking heaven and earth. 

Vaguely, Shi Hao seemed to have heard a magnificent army with thousands of men storm past, shouts of 

war shaking the heavens! 

Moreover, in that instant, he saw a male, not extremely clear, but he seemed to be looking right at him 

face to face, standing tall from tens of thousands of realms away. 

He was like... a Heavenly Emperor! 

Shi Hao’s gaze was like lightning as he stared at that person. He himself also surged with a wave of 

mysterious energy! 



The witch was shocked, because at that moment, she unexpectedly couldn’t approach, pushed out. That 

aura was too terrifying, able to easily make heavenly deities and others bow down. 

Chapter 1007 - Not Existing in This World 

This drop of blood was like an entire world, sky shaking war cries sounding from within. It was as if there 

were great armies fighting within, moreover many of them unimaginably powerful figures. 

A drop of blood floated in the sky, as if reflected the past, present, and future. 

Shi Hao didn’t move, staring forward. There was an indistinct male figure who towered between heaven 

and earth, above his head a cauldron that released source energy. It was even flickering with nine types 

of Immortal Gold radiance! 

This male wasn’t moving at all It was as if he crossed over endless time to gaze at Shi Hao. Those eyes 

were incomparably deep, giving off indescribable mysteries and information. 

However, Shi Hao couldn’t understand it. His mind was full of apprehension, unable to see through the 

type of information the other party wished to pass on. 

He had a feeling that the other party really wanted him to know, but he couldn’t understand him. 

“Not existing in this world, not belonging here, no way to explain...” He seemed to have vaguely heard a 

rumbling thunder sound. Immortal dao heavenly tribulation crashed down, this indistinct voice sounding 

in between it. 

Shi Hao was shocked. He stared at that person, wishing to see through and understand him. 

That person was bathed in thunder radiance, expression becoming even more complicated. However, he 

just couldn’t speak, unable to open his mouth. 

Was this really just a drop of blood? Why was it this strange type of scene? 

Dang! 

A long and drawn-out bell sound rang through this battlefield, as if shaking up the river of time, 

interfering with the stability between past and present. There was a person sitting there, back to 

everyone. He was currently carrying out a technique, taking action together with others to push out a 

cauldron, making it rush out from a passage. Fragments of time scattered down like rain. 

“That cauldron, is that the same one?” Shi Hao revealed a look of shock. 

A sigh sounded. There was a female emperor, her style unmatched. In her hand was an immortal artifact 

that changed into a sword, a ring, a mask, releasing unmatched brilliance. She was also taking action, 

striking towards the passage, assisting that cauldron’s flight. 

“Yi, that’s Cao Yusheng?!” Shi Hao was shocked. He saw someone else that was too similar to the little 

fatty, but he was even fatter. That person was in his middle years, a daoist priest. He was also taking 

action and helping. 

Shi Hao saw gods and devils fall, blood dyeing the nine heavens and tenth earth. The scene was too 

terrifying. A few great figures stood tall, fighting murderously. 



Time became indistinct, the stars turning, as if millions and millions of years had passed. Shi Hao’s eyes 

were in pain as he stared in that direction, all the way until only a cauldron was left, resting not too far 

from him. 

There was one more person standing below the cauldron, figure even more indistinct. He was a 

Heavenly Emperor who overlooked the nine heavens and tenth earth. However, he couldn’t open his 

mouth here. 

In front of him, the gods and devils all looked insignificant, too inferior, all of them needing to bow 

down, kowtowing towards him. He didn’t have to display anger to exert intimidation, his Heavenly 

Emperor aura matchless. 

“What do you want to say to me?” Shi Hao couldn’t help but shout. 

He had a feeling that this person came here to tell him some extremely important matters, but due to a 

few reasons couldn’t open his mouth and say it. 

“Is it because you are only a drop of blood that you cannot explain anything?” Shi Hao asked. 

He felt that this matter was too important. He could feel a vague type of feeling that he had to 

understand and get to the bottom of this. Otherwise, there would be a great disaster in the future! 

Moreover, this type of great disaster would engulf the heavens above and earth below, the effects 

incomparably deep. 

Did this person come here to tell him? Why couldn’t he communicate with him? 

The witch was pushed by a wave of power into the distance, unable to get closer, only able to watch. 

She was extremely shocked. What kind of person was that? Why was he so powerful? He exceeded any 

person she had ever met before. 

“Far greater than a sect master, a Heavenly Emperor!” The witch had this type of feeling. That person’s 

aura was too great! Even though he didn’t speak, just silently standing there, he could still overlook time 

and space, suppress the heavens. 

She was shocked. Why wasn’t Shi Hao affected? Meanwhile, that person didn’t look down on Shi Hao, 

instead seemingly trying to communicate with him, yet unable to all this time. 

Was there something wrong with this world, or was she going crazy? How could there be such a 

terrifying expert in this world, exceeding the limit? It was impossible to understand. 

Finally, the cries of war disappeared, all types of scenery disappearing. That person and the cauldron 

became dim, turning into a streak of flowing light, fading away. 

That cauldron from back then had visited this place! 

Only, the cauldron had long shattered the void and left, only leaving behind a drop of blood that 

reflected all types of scenes of the past. 

What he saw just now wasn’t the real person and cauldron, all just engravings. 



“Why? Even after so many years had passed, that person almost knew that someone was going to come 

here, coming here to see him?” The witch was truly confused. 

All of the fluctuations disappeared, only a drop of bright red emperor blood left. 

Shi Hao reached out his hand, wishing to touch it. 

This blood was extraordinary, making even deities tremble. However, for Shi Hao, it was extremely 

peaceful, not injuring him, not producing any reactions against him. 

“Careful!” The witch spoke out in warning, rushing over. Before she approached, she already felt all of 

her fine hairs stand on end. It was too terrifying. 

Shi Hao spread out his hand, wishing to place it in his palm. However, he was quickly stunned. His palm 

moved through the void, not touching that drop of blood. It almost didn’t seem to exist. 

Why was this the case? It was truly incomprehensible. He tried several times, but he just couldn’t grasp 

it in his hand. 

This blood was floating, accompanied by time fragments, as if it didn’t belong in this world, as if it 

stopped somewhere in an eternal unknown place. 

These changes exceeded Shi Hao’s understanding. Why was this the case? 

Was this a drop of blood or an imprint? He almost couldn’t say for sure, unable to see through it. 

However, there was one thing that he could be sure of, that it didn’t belong to this era! 

This touched upon time and heaven and earth dao, strange and astonishing. 

No matter how Shi Hao took action, he just couldn’t control it, unable to seize it from the fragments of 

time, only able to watch it rise and fall. 

“Strange!” The witch said. She thought for a bit, and then said, “How about trying to collect it with All 

Life Earth?” 

Shi Hao nodded. He produced that bone cauldron. Inside of it was precious earth that released 

auspicious light. 

“Yi, it moved!” Both of them were shocked. 

This drop of blood landed on the cauldron, entering the All Life Earth, thus disappearing. 

The two of them looked at each other in dismay. It was just too strange. 

Shi Hao carefully and delicately stored the cauldron. Carrying it felt like carrying an immortal dao 

mountain peak, feeling extremely heavy. The main reason was because of the pressure he felt inside. 

It was because he felt that this drop of blood was too important, trying to give him information. Even 

though he couldn’t see through it right now, the day would come in the future when he will understand. 

He definitely couldn’t lose it, which was why he treated it with such care! 



Was this a drop of blood from the future? Shi Hao became silent. What was going to happen in the 

future for someone to go this far?! 

Only after a long time had passed did he recover. He shook his head, temporarily putting this aside. 

“Hey, you’re back. What kind of insights did you gain just now?” The witch was curious, asking him. 

“The heavens wanted me to discipline an evil woman like you, not wishing for you to stir up chaos in this 

world.” Shi Hao casually said. 

“Go die!” The witch said. 

The two of them picked a few holy medicines in this ancient land, and then prepared to go back, no 

longer wasting time here. n𝕠𝑣𝓮)𝓁𝒷(In 

“So much lightning tribulation, yet you are actually unharmed. The most powerful lightning doesn’t 

bring you any damage?” The witch widened her beautiful eyes, revealing brilliance. 

They naturally encountered large amounts of lightning when breaking out. 

“I was born to be a Heavenly Emperor, what can this lightning count as?” Shi Hao boasted shamelessly. 

Hong! 

A streak of lightning blasted his face, in the end producing an area of scorched blackness. His hair stood 

up strand by strand, his appearance as miserable as it could get. 

The witch was stupefied, and then roared with laughter. “The skin on your face really is thick, not even 

thunder able to hack through it, lightning unable to pierce through, admirable!” 

Shi Hao operated the Willow Deity’s divine method, eliminating the burn marks, restoring himself to 

normal. He raised his fist and smashed it towards the sky, resisting the lightning, bringing the witch out. 

The witch couldn’t help but feel shocked as she looked at Shi Hao’s three strands of immortal energy. 

She had to admit that this fella now rose up. In the future, there definitely wouldn’t be many who could 

match this youth. 

“How exactly did you cultivate those three strands of immortal energy? How many strands of immortal 

energy did Yue Chan cultivate, and how is she?” She asked. 

“Secret. If you want to know, then be my servant girl for a few years, I’ll teach you.” Shi Hao said with a 

laugh. 

“A man who is never content is like a snake trying to swallow an elephant. Hooking up with Heaven 

Mending Sect’s fairy is one thing, yet you even dare to speak randomly to me.” The witch ridiculed, 

rolling her beautiful eyes at him. 

“Fairy on the left, witch on the right, if they are both servant girls, then I can also be considered to have 

defied the heavens right? Haha...” Shi Hao laughed loudly. 



“You can stop dreaming! Hurry and walk!” The witch urged. Her white clothes were pure like snow, 

figure graceful, clothes fluttering about. When she was calm, she was like an exiled immortal, when she 

smiled, there was a bewitching beauty. 

“What dreaming? In the future, I’m definitely going to suppress witches like you. When the time comes, 

don’t come crying and screaming to be a servant girl at my side!” 

Two days later, they made it out, arriving at the ancient land where the Heavenly Deity Tree resided. 

The witch was immediately stunned. On the majestic mountain, an ancient tree shone with dazzling 

golden light as if it was cast from cold. It was extremely luxuriant, divine fruits hanging from it. 

This was a Heavenly Deity Tree? She recognized it, and then crazy desire appeared in her eyes, running 

forward to compete with Shi Hao over the tree. 

“Witch, you dare stab me in the back, do you want to immediately become a servant girl at my side?” 

Shi Hao shouted. 

“Little friend, you really did find All Life Earth?” The old tree spoke, reaching out a golden branch and 

asking him. 

“Correct!” Shi Hao produced a bone cauldron. 

“Aiya, I really am taking a great loss. Half of that All Life Earth belongs to me, old tree deity, why don’t 

you follow me? I promise that you’ll exist throughout the ages, have long life and never decay!” The 

witch shouted. 

With a shua sound, the Heavenly Deity Tree shrunk, becoming only a foot tall, entering the cauldron and 

taking root in the All Life Earth. It felt extremely comfortable, the golden light it released even more 

resplendent. 

“Let’s go!” Shi Hao said. 

The witch couldn’t calm down inside. This hateful fella, the All Life Earth he took away was actually to 

subdue this old tree. Wasn’t she losing out too greatly here? 

“This won’t do, half of this tree belongs to me!” The witch seemed to have gone mad, hanging by Shi 

Hao’s side without leaving, moving with him out from this ancient place. 

They returned to the normal small worlds. 

“Did you really set your resolution to follow me, willingly become a maid?” Shi Hao teased. 

“Go die, go die, go die!” The witch shouted. 

Hong! 

This world trembled greatly. Many of Immortal Ancient’s small worlds all became unstable, as if 

everything was going to be split open. 

“What happened?” Shi Hao’s expression changed, asking those around them. 



“It has been going on for many days already. The sect masters of the outside world are going to enter, 

about to break into Immortal Ancient!” A native spoke, his expression panicked. 

Great changes were about to take place! 

Sect masters were going to descend into Immortal Ancient! This was definitely going to affect many 

things. 

“Perhaps I should leave. I pretty much obtained all of the natural luck I can get.” Shi Hao said softly. He 

had to make a decision. 

He knew that there would be many dangers when leaving, that there would be an intense confrontation. 

When Immortal Ancient’s great crack was completely opened, that was the time to escape. Of course, 

he had to join up with Immortal Ancient’s sect masters, going to fight until he went mad! 

--- 

The outside world could not remain calm. The mysterious guests that did not belong to the three 

thousand provinces, those youngsters, only a single person took action, yet the heavenly deities of the 

three thousand provinces were already forced back, no one his opponent. 

“This place you all stay in really is declining. You’re going to try protect the Desolate Border like this?” 

That young heavenly deity shook his head, looking down on the people here greatly. 

During this time, they travelled through many places throughout the three thousand provinces, yet in 

the end, they found that not a single heavenly deity was that youngster’s opponent. 

For the higher realms, this was a type of humiliation. 

“You all forget this ancient place’s history by now right? Not even knowing where we came from. This 

place truly has declined.” That young heavenly deity shook his head, immortal energy swirling about 

around his body. 

“Speaking such conceited nonsense, are you really going to challenge all of the heavenly deities under 

the heavens? Just wait a few more months, there’ll definitely be someone who will come to defeat 

you!” A heavenly deity from the higher realms said. 

This was a confrontation between heavenly deities, sect masters never taking action. It was because 

there were extremely powerful individuals among the mysterious guests as well. 

“Good! Let me see who else in this ancient land is worth me trying my hand against.” That young 

heavenly deity laughed in contempt. 

“There is! Six Crown King, Exiled Immortal, and Huang, if just one of them comes out, they will definitely 

be able to beat you!” 

Only, quite a few cultivators of the three thousand provinces became silent. Would Huang even be able 

to come out? Would those sect masters let him go? 

Chapter 1008 - Nine Heavens and Ten Earths 



A metal sword flew through the air, illuminating Azure Province. The sword of a heavenly deity hacked 

through the blue dome of heaven, as if a streak of unfading immortal light tore through all of eternity! 

When everyone saw this scene, they were all shaken up! 

Azure Province, everyone knew who it was that released that sword. It was the heavenly deity known as 

Sword King, a sword dao heavenly deity whose name shook up the three thousand provinces. He had 

cultivated the dao for many years, already close to the next cultivation realm. 

The cold sword illuminated Azure Province! 

All experts in this province could sense it, all of them feeling great admiration inside. 

However, this battle had just started, yet it quickly came to an end. 

Kacha! 

In the sky, the sword light collapsed. A metal sword broke, dropping from the sky while carrying blood. 

Meanwhile, the other half of the sword turned around and shot into Sword King Mu Tie’s chest, falling 

down to the great earth. 

“Mu Tie was also defeated, that foreign visitor is too strong, just what kind of identity do they have 

exactly?” 

A few people sighed, developing a feeling of powerlessness. 

The heavenly deities of the three thousand provinces were defeated group after group, simply no one 

able to match this individual, to the extent where the most powerful couldn’t even take ten moves from 

him. This was too astonishing! 

There were heavenly deities that fell, as well those that were seriously injured. The foreign visitors 

travelled through hundreds of provinces, continuously challenging others along the way. No one was his 

opponent. 

“Truly boring. Reputations was quite great, so-called number one heavenly deity of a Azure Province or 

whatever, some Sword King, but nothing more than this!” Someone sneered from above in the sky. 

There was a great dao flower petal above him that scattered down bits of dao laws, the scene making 

people feel ashamed of their inferiority. That was immortal energy covering him, the most powerful 

embodiment of those who cultivated their dao to this level! 

“I already waited for several days, why haven’t your so-called heaven warping geniuses returned yet? 

What were those people called again? Exiled Immortal, Huang? So dull.” He had his arms behind him, as 

if he was a divine king patrolling the skies, appearing a bit impatient. 

“Lin Tian, this is pretty much the best it’ll get. In the end, this place has declined.” Someone spoke 

behind him. There were four youngsters there, male and female, the men like dragons, full of vitality, 

the women like phoenixes, their magnificent styles unmatched, all of them extremely handsome and 

beautiful. 



Those four were all quite powerful, only better and not inferior to him. Even though they looked calm, 

they still gave off a mysterious extraordinary aura. 

These individuals’ ages weren’t that great. Compared to normal heavenly deities, they were definitely 

ridiculously young! 

“Too weak.” A woman nodded. As she looked at the higher realms’ heavenly deities, a cold intent 

appeared on her face, as well as an extremely clear expression of contempt. 

“You all are too arrogant!” The three thousand provinces’ heavenly deities’ faces all became red. Being 

looked down upon like this truly left them without any face. 

“Then just find someone who can fight against us. After travelling through the three thousand provinces, 

we couldn’t even find someone who meets half the qualifications. This already can’t even be described 

with the word weak, but rather that you all are too insignificant!” Another young male spoke, one who 

had a valiant bearing. There were five-colored divine horns on his forehead. 

“If Emperor Clan’s Ye Gongzi came out, he should be able to stop you all, only it is unknown where he is 

currently.” A cultivator from Azure Province said softly. 

Many people were discontent. Looking down on the higher realms like this made a group of heavenly 

deities feel a wave of rage. 

“Correct, if Ye Gongzi came out, he definitely be able to fight against you all!” 

In the higher realms, there was an emperor clan with the surname Ye, this clan shaking up past and 

present. In a certain time, they were incredibly powerful, powerful experts like clouds in their history. 

In the archaic years, the clan’s Ye Qianyu was a supreme being, previously slaughtering everyone under 

the heavens, sweeping through all before him, no one his opponent. 

Unfortunately, the moment before he became an immortal, he suffered a strange attack, mysteriously 

falling. 

One had to understand that after crossing Immortal Dao Lightning Tribulation, even the most powerful 

unmatched supreme being would have their strength wither. Those that could live were already 

incredibly rare, and they would be in extremely weak states. 

When suffering from plotting at this type of situation, corroded by a mysterious power, it wasn’t that 

Sovereign Ye Qianyu wasn’t strong enough, but rather that the tribulation exhausted too much of his 

divine force. 

Since the past to present, the clan had produced many experts. In this era, there was an outstanding 

figure that even appeared to be named Ye Gongzi, someone who was known to be comparable to 

Sovereign Ye Qianyu. 

He possessed heaven warping talents. No one knew just how powerful he was exactly, but those who 

had traded blows with him believed that he was definitely the number one heavenly deity in all of the 

three thousand provinces. 



He had never suppressed himself, not intentionally doing anything for the sake of entering Immortal 

Ancient, allowing his cultivation to take him where he needed to go. 

“What a pity. Ye Gongzi went to explore immortal dao remains, walking through the great wastelands, 

isolated from the outside world. Otherwise, he would definitely hurry back.” Someone said with a sigh. 

“What Ye Gongzi, if he is that strong, we’ll see him sooner or later.” Lin Tian felt disdain. In his 

perspective, the heavenly deities of the three thousand provinces weren’t anything special at all, that he 

alone could suppress and kill them all. 

“Heng, do you truly think Ye Gongzi is gullible? Rumor has it that he is related to Sovereign Ye Qianyu! 

Once he returns, you all will know how formidable he is.” Someone secretly sneered. 

At this moment, the others truly wished to immediately invite out the most powerful geniuses in 

Immortal Ancient. Being looked down upon by these foreign heavenly deities truly made them feel too 

embarrassed. 

Of course, the ones that left the cultivators of the three thousand provinces feeling the most 

apprehension were still the three middle-aged men behind. They were deep and immeasurable. When 

they opened and closed their eyes, their pupils seemed to contain the cosmos and stellar streams, 

terrifying beyond belief. 

This was the reason why the three thousand provinces weren’t willing to ruin all relations. These three 

were too powerful, unfathomable and enigmatic. 

“If not for us coming to take a look at the Desolate Border you all are in charge of guarding, we wouldn’t 

have even learned that the channel had been broken. When the great disaster rises again, it will affect 

the nine heavens and tenth earth.” Lin Tian said, full of contempt, not showing the heavenly deities of 

the higher realms’ three thousand provinces any respect. 

“We admit that you all are powerful enough, rarely meeting your match, but don’t you think your words 

are a bit much?” 

“Now, I almost don’t even hate Huang as much, truly want him to come out from Immortal Ancient and 

fight against these people!” 

The crowd clenched their fists. Even the disciples of a few great sects that bore hostility against Shi Hao 

really wanted to invite that hateful Huang, inviting him here to fight. 

It was because they had already heard that he stepped foot in the Holy Sacrifice Realm, becoming 

comparable to a heavenly deity, definitely having the strength to overlook others, possibly able to fight 

a decisive battle against these foreign vicious individuals. 

“You all speak of the Desolate Border, about defending it, and then saying the world beyond, who 

exactly are you all?” An old heavenly deity asked. 

“You all forgot the past, not knowing where you all are? Truly laughable and lamentable.” A beautiful 

young lady spoke. There was a great dao flower petal above her hair as well, one that scattered down 

chaotic energy. 

“Tell us!” The cultivators of the higher realms were naturally discontent. 



“Laughable, the people of the three thousand provinces really did forget about the past.” At this 

moment, a middle-aged man that came from outside the three thousand provinces spoke. When his 

eyes opened and closed, the nascent energy of all things were produced! 

“Three Thousand Dao Provinces, this place has quite a history. What are you trying to imply?” An old 

heavenly deity asked. n(/𝓸--𝓥(-𝐞/.𝓁(/𝑩-(I-(n 

This name was too old, not many people remembering it. People normally only called it the higher 

realms’ three thousand provinces. 

“What qualifications do you all have to act so arrogant? Aren’t you all some savage creatures that 

previously fled towards the stars?” There were heavenly deities that shouted like this. 

“What a joke, you are treating us as the desolate stars’ barbarians?” That middle-aged man shook his 

head, now confirming that the people of this realm had forgotten too much. 

“The heaven and earth was originally complete, but after the battle of Immortal Ancient Great Era, this 

realm was ruined, because those creatures were too powerful...” Another middle-aged man spoke, 

slowly narrating. 

The ancient world of the past had been broken through, becoming the nine heavens and tenth earth, 

which was also nineteen worlds of different strength. 

The higher realms’ three thousand provinces was one place out of the ten earths, the name being -- 

Three Thousand Dao Provinces. 

“Nine Heavens Ten Earths?!” 

Everyone began to tremble. There really was this type of saying, but they all thought that it was just an 

empty legend, never expecting that they really represented nineteen ancient lands. 

However now, everyone became stupefied. Was what these foreign visitors were saying true? 

“Three Thousand Dao Provinces, this was originally a rich and powerful place. I never expected that after 

all this time passed, it would fall to this extent.” That middle-aged man said coldly. 

“In the past, the supreme beings of the past worked together to support this place with three thousand 

dao, using it to suppress the Desolate Border. However now, the great calamity is about to arrive, and it 

is definitely because of the Desolate Border the Three Thousand Dao Provinces are guarding. The 

bitterness of Immortal Ancient Great Era’s battle will definitely reappear. When that time comes, what 

will we use to resist? There aren’t even immortals to be seen now!” Another middle-aged man from 

beyond this world spoke coldly. 

“What are you all saying? Why are you trying to scare people?!” There were some who didn’t believe. 

There were many that were incomparably shocked, their faces turning pale. 

“It seems like the Three Thousand Dao Provinces has encountered major issues. The future great chaos 

will definitely start from this ancient place!” One of the middle-aged foreigners spoke. 



“Where is the Desolate Border? What kind of enemies are there? Is it scary?” The people here didn’t 

believe at all. 

“The great Immortal Ancient Great Era where there was a group of long life individuals, true immortals, 

it was because of them that it was destroyed. You tell me if it is scary or not. They broke the perfect 

heaven and earth into the Nine Heavens and Ten Earths!” The middle-aged man shouted. 

Based on what he said, when that heaven and earth collapsed, the fine fragments and dust turned into 

the stars they now saw in the sky. 

“Immortal Ancient Great Era’s enemy, they... aren’t a part of the perfect heaven and earth, needing to 

enter from the Desolate Border?” Someone spoke out of shock. 

“Defeated, the Three Thousand Dao Provinces is finished!” A middle-aged man directly came to this 

conclusion, continuously shaking his head. 

“The reason we came is just to select those we could use, asking the most powerful sect masters to join, 

also to train some youngsters to carry out a deeper level of cultivation. Only, it now seems like that’ll be 

quite difficult.” 

Based on what he said, great disturbances had happened in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths recently. The 

other worlds walked together, opening up the ancient transport formation. 

It was especially the case for the most powerful heavens in the Nine Heavens, where there were 

supreme beings who proposed to establish Martial Manors or Immortal Academies and others, then 

selecting the most powerful young experts to train them. 

“Goddess Academy, selecting the most powerful young heavenly deities in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths 

to continue their studies?” 

“Holy Academy, those who aren’t the most talented unable to enter?” 

The following pieces of information shocked the heavenly deities of the higher realms until they were all 

stupefied. Was what they said true? 

Three Thousand Dao Provinces was a place that had declined, above it were still nine layers of heaven! 

Nine Heavens Ten Earths, just how vast of a world was this?! 

If it was this type of selection of the best, the geniuses of the three thousand provinces might not stick 

out at all. The Nine Heavens Ten Earths had more than ten worlds, each of them flourishing from past to 

now! Just the thought alone left everyone shaken up. 

This selection of the best was truly something of a grand and magnificent scale! 

Everyone became dumbstruck, finding it hard to immediately digest all of this information. 

Some people wiped at their cold sweat. They finally knew that the skies were going to change. The three 

thousand provinces were large enough already, yet it was just a single world. There were many other 

more terrifying ancient worlds. 



Now, the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ supreme beings were all discussing with each other regarding how 

to deal with the great calamity, making preparations. 

It now seemed like the foreign visitors were just sizing up the cultivators of the Three Thousand Dao 

Provinces. Those youngsters weren’t even the most powerful individuals. 

The Nine Heavens Ten Earths were all gathering to establish an academy. The most powerful geniuses 

that were selected, just how heavenly defying would they be? 

Everyone trembled with fear, their hearts greatly shaken! 

Chapter 1009 - Seizing Lightning Tribulation Liquid 

Immortal Ancient Remains 

Shi Hao and the witch walked together, drawing quite a bit of attention. Quite a few creatures revealed 

strange expressions as they watched from the distance. 

“Just what kind of heaven angering thing did you do? Why do I feel like they are a bit scared of yoU?” 

The witch said strangely. 

“Why don’t you take some time to think about who you are talking to? I am unmatched in the world, 

number one under heaven! They aren’t feeling fear, but rather respect and adoration.” Shi Hao said 

extremely narcissistically. 

“Hah, my senses are sharp, clearly heard others swearing, cursing a devil king like you. You even have 

the shamelessness to act so proud of yourself?” The witch’s voice was full of disdain. 

Her black hair hung down to her waist. She wore white clothes, skin snow-white and sparkling, face 

refined and beautiful, a single smile enough to topple a country. It was impossible for her not to draw 

attention even if she didn’t want to. 

When Shi Hao heard this, he looked towards the distant sky and said, “Archaic Divine Ape’s descendant, 

do you want to offer your monkey brains to me?” 

There were several Golden Ancient Apes. When they heard this, all of their faces turned pale, quickly 

escaping. They cursed in secret, never expecting him to sense it from so far away. 

“It seems like you are quite infamous in Immortal Ancient. Those divine apes were scared away with just 

a shout from you.” The witch clicked her tongue, speaking in admiration. 

“This is a brilliant reputation won through battles. Back then, seven great heavenly deities tried to kill 

me, but they were all sent straight to hell.” Shi Hao said with a laugh. 

The witch didn’t seem too interested at first, but later on, she saw that all of the cultivators felt great 

reverence towards Shi Hao. She knew that this was true, and that there was a great problem that she 

still didn’t know about. 

Soon after, the witch saw geniuses from the three thousand provinces, seeing some familiar people. She 

discovered that these people were even more scared of Shi Hao, staying far away. 

The witch called over a few people she truly was familiar with. 



“Holy lady, you’ve cultivated in seclusion for several years, only appearing now, we all thought that 

something unexpected happened to you!” Those people were shocked, recognizing that she was Sky 

Severing Sect’s holy lady. 

“What holy lady, this is a witch we are talking about, okay?” Shi Hao corrected. 

Those people’s expressions all became unnatural, their faces turning a bit stiff. This individual was too 

ridiculous, slaughtering the deities of Immortal Ancient until no one could say anything. Who wasn’t 

scared of him? 

“Why are you all so scared of him? Isn’t he just someone whose cultivation was a bit stronger? Could it 

be that he will also eat you all?” The witch was curious. 

Those people all wanted to cry. How could they dare speak bad about him in front of his face? However, 

this person really did eat experts frequently! From Flood Dragons to Pi Xiu, and then to Dragon 

Sparrows, he ate whatever was strong. 

He had slaughtered out a great reputation during the past few years in Immortal Ancient, and he also 

obtained his great reputation through eating. It made those who saw him feel their legs and stomach 

cramp up, because none of them were humanoid creatures. 

“Hey, what are you all this scared for?” The witch was discontent. 

One of them transmitted in secret, saying, “Holy lady, he really will eat us! Don’t ask anymore, I plead 

you to hurry and stay far away from him! Who knows if he is hungry right now or not? If he is, you will 

most likely be in danger.” 

The witch almost laughed from annoyance. She saw that these people felt a great fear towards Shi Hao, 

all of them ranting and raving in fear while standing near him, their bodies all uncomfortable. 

“Is he really that dangerous?” The witch asked. 

“He is! He even eats deities, let alone us! He is the most dangerous living being!” One of them secretly 

transmitted sound. 

“You are a Five-Colored Deer right? I heard that it’s quite the mending food, talking behind my back like 

this, could it be that you want to donate some deer blood to me?” Shi Hao asked. 

His divine senses were powerful. In such a close distance, he could seize these individuals’ divine will 

conversations. 

When the Five-Colored Deer young lady heard this, her pretty expression immediately paled. She cried 

out loudly, her knees becoming weak, almost sitting down on the ground, her face as pale as snow. 

“Alright, don’t scare her anymore. All of you, tell me what is going on.” The witch said. 

Soon after, she finally understood how savage Huang was right now, continuously killing heavenly 

deities, a group of heavenly deities sent by the outside world’s sects killed, their numbers at least ten. 

Moreover, there were a few powerful species that were all roasted and eaten. 



The witch’s expression was strange, this fella really was... savage. After not meeting him for several 

years, he became ridiculously powerful. Three strands of immortal energy supported his body, 

astonishing after all. 

Regardless of who it was that heard that this youth was treating heavenly deities as food for the first 

time, they would all be stupefied, even the crafty witch feeling a bit perplexed. 

“What kind of treasures did you get from those heavenly deities’ bodies exactly? Are you going to gift 

me any?” The witch asked. 

“I can treat you to a great feast!” Shi Hao said, naturally talking about heavenly deity flesh. 

They didn’t waste time here, quickly leaving. Even though Shi Hao currently didn’t fear heavenly deities, 

he still didn’t want to be attacked by some sect masters who harbored ill intentions. 

Kacha! 

The great crack that cut across Immortal Ancient’s great void crack became even greater, shocking 

everyone. 

Shi Hao frowned. He had to think of a way to struggle free! 

He returned to Soul Island, inviting his acquaintances, for example, Cao Yusheng, the little rabbit, Chang 

Gongyan, Xue Lin, Lan Yichen, and others, discussing some matters with them. 

Then, Shi Hao met with a few sect masters, speaking some of his thoughts. He wanted to cross 

tribulation again, help some of Immortal Ancient’s experts neutralize their curses. 

“You are still going to cross tribulation? Entering the Heavenly Deity Realm?” They were shocked, asking 

like this. 

“No, how can it be that fast? If I continue to cultivate like that, my dao foundation won’t be stable. It is 

just too fast and violent.” Shi Hao shook his head. 

Holy Sacrifice Realm, a level where one suddenly became strong and suddenly became weak, there was 

no way he could cross this dao threshold in one go. He still needed to solidify his foundation. 

He could guide lightning and forcefully summon lightning tribulation, and then withstand it to acquire 

Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

Shi Hao felt that things were pressured, he had to gather some powerful sect masters to protect him at 

his side. Otherwise, it would be extremely difficult for him to slaughter his way out of Immortal Ancient! 

And how was he going to move the hearts of sect masters? It was naturally to give them what they 

desired most. All clans’ eyes went red at the mere sight of Lightning Tribulation Liquid, difficult to resist 

its temptation. 

Of course, this didn’t include those who already crossed his bottom line, the races whose relationship 

with him could not be reconciled. 



“Little friend, you are going to cross Divine King Tribulation again?” The five great sect masters were 

immediately shocked. One had to understand that Shi Hao’s tribulation was the most powerful heavenly 

tribulation, being able to make it through once was a miracle on its own, yet he wanted to face it again. 

Was this self-confidence, a type of arrogance, or was he not treating his own life as anything important? 
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“Everyone, please help protect me. Also, please tell seniors’ old friends to come and watch.” Shi Hao 

said. He was implying that they could invite others, roping in sect masters to move together when the 

time came. 

The number of sect masters in Immortal Ancient were extremely few. If they didn’t die, then they went 

mad. Those that could still be saved were already not that many. 

However, there were definitely some more people. When the five great sect masters heard this, even 

though they were worried for him, fearing that he would fail and end all hopes for their clansmen, they 

still felt a bit of excitement. If he really could continuously cross tribulation, then wouldn’t that mean 

that they would no longer lack Lightning Tribulation Liquid? 

“Fine, we will invite some others!” The five great sect masters left. 

Several days later, Immortal Ancient was shaken up. There was someone crossing tribulation, clouds 

everywhere moving. 

“Heavens, how could it be Huang again?” 

“He’s mad! How many days has it been since the last? He is going to face tribulation again? Don’t tell me 

that he is entering Heavenly Deity Realm!” 

Immortal Ancient erupted into commotion, everyone feeling that this was inconceivable. 

Everyone was completely stupefied! 

Cao Yusheng, Chang Gongyan, Dragon Girl and the others were all speechless as well. They stared at 

that figure in the sea of lightning in a daze. 

The witch’s small mouth was completely open, also feeling as if she was looking at a ghost. This fella was 

a bit too ridiculous! Facing Divine King Tribulation again, was he tired of living? 

One had to know that the divine king tribulation was different from all other tribulations. One’s 

cultivation in the Holy Sacrifice Realm wasn’t stable, possibly falling down to the Divine Flame Realm 

while crossing tribulation. If they were struck by a streak of powerful lightning at that moment, then 

both their body and soul would be wiped out. 

Qing Yi also came. Yue Chan also appeared in the distance. The two of them exchanged a look. 

“Older sis Yue Chan, has everything been well? When will you announce your marriage with Shi Hao to 

the world?” The witch waved her hand, smiling extremely happily, incredibly brilliantly. 



Yue Chan raised her head, just happening to see the witch who went missing several years ago. She 

immediately clenched her teeth. If not for her, how could her other body have gotten tangled with Shi 

Hao, how could have things become so complicated? 

Heaven Mending Sect’s heavenly deity also heard this. He didn’t feel angry, instead feeling rather happy, 

saying, “Chan’er, do you really have a close relationship with Huang? Relax, there’s no need to be 

embarrassed. This granduncle will bear witness for you. When we go back, the sect master can choose 

another holy lady and recruit Huang into our Heaven Mending Sect!” 

Yue Chan almost offended her superiors, nearly smashing her beautiful fist into her granduncle’s face. 

She released a cold snort, and then turned around. Her figure sparkled, bright like a moon, aloof and 

exceptional. 

Hong! 

Heavenly tribulation swept out, lightning radiance shooting out in tens of thousands of streaks, shaking 

up all directions. 

There were naturally many experts that arrived, but they didn’t interfere. It was because when Shi Hao 

crossed tribulation last time, it was obvious that those who got caught up would naturally also be struck 

by the lightning. 

The sect masters that were invited over were all nervous, but they were also extremely excited. It was 

because Shi Hao crossed tribulation quite smoothly, not falling. 

“Soon, he is going to succeed!” 

When Shi Hao was close to the end of crossing tribulation, the natives in Immortal Ancient all erupted 

into commotion. If Huang could continuously cross tribulation, then wouldn’t that mean that everyone 

could be saved? 

“Why isn’t there a lightning pool?” Shi Hao was shocked. 

This truly was having high expectations for nothing. He made it through the lightning tribulation, but 

there was no immortal pool, no Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

He understood that the heavens would only grant that much. There was no way there would be 

unlimited Lightning Tribulation Liquid, granting it only once every cultivation realm. 

This left everyone shocked. Shi Hao released a deep sigh. 

The sect masters of all sides were extremely disappointed, but their eyes quickly lit up again. The 

individuals who were invited immediately flew over, willing to join Shi Hao’s side. 

It was because none of them were confused. This youth was too heaven defying. Others didn’t dare face 

tribulation, yet he dared to do it again, moreover succeeding. 

People like this weren’t arrogant, but rather that they truly had extraordinary ability. If he entered the 

Heavenly Deity Realm in the future, he would definitely make it through that most powerful heavenly 

deity tribulation! 



When that time came, there would definitely be their share of Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

Through this event, they could see Shi Hao’s incomparable potential. It was worth the cost to invest in 

him. 

This time, there was no Lightning Tribulation Liquid. Shi Hao’s injuries couldn’t be considered light, 

unable to recover in the first instant. He sat there, quietly treating his injuries. 

Hong! 

Heaven and earth moved, the lightning resonating. 

“What is going on? This is a fluctuation coming from Immortal Ancient’s great crack. Why does it seem 

like thunder?” Someone cried out in shock. 

“Crossing tribulation, there is someone else who is crossing tribulation!” 

Soon after, news traveled out that Ning Chuan was crossing tribulation, choosing to also start when Shi 

Hao was crossing tribulation. 

It was clear that he was on guard against Shi Hao and those sect masters around him, wishing to avoid 

them, and that was why he chose this moment. 

“Hm? The opportunity has come! Let’s slaughter our way over!” Shi Hao chose to take action, rushing in 

that direction in spite of his injuries. 

The sect masters all looked at each other in dismay, following along. The others were also shocked, all of 

them flocking over. 

Everyone knew that things were about to become lively. 

Shi Hao slaughtered his way over to that small world, the group of people following behind him. 

Shi Hao knew that this time, the Silver Blood Devil Tree Race’s and other sect masters would definitely 

be guarding that place, that it would be extremely dangerous. However, he had the Eight Armed Soul 

Race sect master and others, so he was clearly without fear. 

“Kill!” Under the cover of those great sect masters, Shi Hao rushed into the heavenly tribulation. 

Others didn’t dare enter, fearing this lightning, but he didn’t care. He was going to kill Ning Chuan and 

seize his Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

“Sinner’s blood descendant, you dare!” The white clothed Ning Chuan’s body was covered with 

bloodstains. He glared furiously at Shi Hao. 

If he had a choice, he wouldn’t cross tribulation here. However, the entrance that connected to the 

outside world was guarded by people Shi Hao sent out, with sect master’s spiritual bodies watching over 

it, locking it down. 

In addition, the Silver Blood Devil Tree Race and the others demanded that he cross tribulation in 

Immortal Ancient, vowing that they would protect him. These people naturally had their own selfish 



motives, all for the sake of neutralizing their own curse power. If they allowed Ning Chuan to escape 

Immortal Ancient, then things would no longer be in their control. 

Hong! 

As soon as Shi Hao hurried over, he displayed a matchless divine ability, rushing murderously at Ning 

Chuan. 

Heavenly tribulation surged, lightning radiance shooting everywhere! 

Ning Chuan’s eyes were red. He was crossing tribulation, yet the other party dared to charge here and 

face tribulation as well, regarding him like a disgrace. 

“Sinner’s blood descendant, hand over your life!” 

“Little Six kid, you’re nothing more than a fart! What sinner’s blood? As for who hands over their life, 

we’ll find out after this battle!” Shi Hao’s every movement carried matchless divine might. 

Hong! 

They fought until they weren’t far from the Lightning Tribulation Liquid. Shi Hao directly brought out a 

cauldron to seize it. 

“You dare!” Ning Chuan roared in anger. He also brought out magical artifacts to collect it, at the same 

time fighting ferociously against him. 

“Why wouldn’t I dare?” Regardless, Shi Hao already seized some of the Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

When he took action now, he didn’t feel any restraining fear, because he already obtained a great 

harvest. 

“Kill!” Ning Chuan shouted loudly. He, who originally had a fine jade-like appearance, was currently a 

mess. His entire body was covered in blood, fighting intensely against Shi Hao. 

Chapter 1010 - Fighting Ning Chuan 

While fighting a great battle in heavenly tribulation, not only did the two have to deal with the creatures 

produced by lightning, they also had to fight intensely against each other. 

This was especially true for the region around the lightning pool. Even though this layer of heaven was 

rather calm, there were many creatures here. Once they were provoked, it would become even more 

frightening. 

“Reincarnation Fist!” 

Shi Hao shouted loudly. His fist shone, and at the same time, time fragments danced about, as if they 

blasted apart the past, present and future, erupting with his movements. Light surged endlessly, his 

entire being seemingly igniting. 

Heaven and earth seemed to be pierced through. The lightning was forced back, fragments of time 

disappearing. His fist carried divine chains of order, striking towards Ning Chuan. 

“Heaven Diagram Severing Past and Present!” 



Ning Chuan shouted. A Heaven Diagram rose behind him, the supreme being technique he had since 

birth. That diagram was engraved into his back, within it the sun, moon, and stars, the starry sky and 

cosmos. 

Hualala! 

This scroll unfolded, as if a great world was descending, surrounding this place. 

It was as if the two of them were standing in the cosmos, great stars moving one after another in the 

great space’s darkness. Heavenly streams poured down one after another. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao went berserk, a fist striking through a star, rushing murderously at Ning Chuan. 

“Break!” 

Ning Chuan shouted. The void exploded, the universe broken apart. Shi Hao seemed to be separated on 

the other side of shore. 

Moreover, at this time, great stars rumbled, stars igniting one after another, illuminating the ice-cold 

universe. They smashed down on Shi Hao’s direction. 

Humans had their limit. When one had to resist the cosmos, they just seemed a bit too insignificant. 

“Sinner’s blood descendant, just a trifling being like you even dare take on the great universe as your 

enemy?!” Ning Chuan’s voice was ice-cold. He was like an unmatched divine king that was overlooking 

the world, suppressing Shi Hao. 

“Come back and talk big after you’ve truly refined a part of the universe. This is nothing more than some 

shitty scribblings!” Shi Hao said. 

He opened his Heavenly Eyes, not being confused by what he saw. His Reincarnation Fist became more 

and more resplendent, blasting through the universe, smashing apart stars one after another, 

slaughtering his way over towards Ning Chuan. 

“Cut apart the clouds in the sky and break through the ninth firmament!” Ning Chuan’s cold voice 

sounded. His incantation power and magical imprint combined. That Heaven Diagram swayed, the stars 

in the cosmos shining. 

Chi! 

In that instant, the stellar streams in the Heaven Diagram formed a Stellar Sky Divine Sword, hacking 

down towards Shi Hao, hacking open the ninth firmament. 

At the same time, Shi Hao’s fist broke through the void’s restriction, blasting through an expanse of 

stars, fighting his way over. 

Pu! 

Blood blossomed, shooting out from Shi Hao’s shoulder. The Stellar Sky Divine Sword cut open his 

shoulder, injuring his flesh. 



“Not good!” 

Someone cried out. Shi Hao’s well-being was connected to the lives and deaths of too many people. 

Quite a few natives were still depending on him for survival. 

“Hehehe...” There were some who laughed, partial towards Ning Chuan’s side. It was because they 

discovered that Shi Hao’s fist was still a bit of distance from Ning Chuan in the end, not hitting its target. 

“Haha, Huang is still a bit inferior to Ning Chuan. Even though he could cross the most powerful lightning 

tribulation, so what? It still isn’t enough!” Someone laughed loudly in an undisguised manner. 

These included the Silver Blood Devil Tree Race and the others. They were all incomparably hopeful. 

However, Ning Chuan’s expression changed. His body swayed, quickly moving backwards. Then, he 

coughed out a large mouthful of blood, white hair appearing at his temples, aging a bit. 

“That is... stealing time! The fist didn’t arrive, but those time fragments still shot out, landing on Ning 

Chuan!” 

A few people saw through this technique, all of them shocked. 

This was just the start, yet both of them were injured, especially Ning Chuan who continuously coughed 

out blood. 

“Huang’s battle experience is too abundant. Blood was drawn from his shoulder, but that’s nothing 

more than a superficial wound, the dao not seeping into his muscles and bones. However, Ning Chuan 

suffered the power of reincarnation, the injuries deep!” 

“That isn’t entirely the case. The strike Huang suffered was definitely not that easy to take. That is the 

Stellar Sky Divine Sword produced by the Heaven Diagram, the injuries definitely reached his bones!” 

There were some discussing, analyzing this battle. 

“Sinner’s blood descendant!” Ning Chuan’s expression changed. The Reincarnation Fist was extremely 

sharp. Even though the fist didn’t arrive, the time fragments still entered his body, the attack formless. 

His flesh was growing dim, his temples graying. A few wrinkles also appeared on his forehead. 

Fortunately, he stopped this type of transformation, not allowing himself to continue aging! 

However, there was one thing that was a bit frightening. The Reincarnation Fist was not only related to 

time, it also possessed astonishing destructive force, causing him to continuously cough blood, his 

injuries not light. 

Shi Hao’s bones released pi pa sounds, sending that sword flying. Blood shot out even higher from his 

shoulder, clearly injured. However, his entire body shone, quickly healing those bones. 

“Kill!” 

With this roar, Shi Hao’s energy devoured mountains and rivers. The area below his feet shone, golden 

lotuses appearing all around him, planting themselves in the cosmos. He stepped on the sun, moon, and 

stars one after another, rushing towards Ning Chuan. 



Pu! 

Behind him, the great stars formed by the Heaven Diagram were trampled apart one after another, as if 

a dragon or tiger was going on a rampage. He rushed murderously at Ning Chuan, unleashing a great 

attack. 

Hong! 

The two of them continuously clashed, fighting a life and death battle. 

They fought until they went berserk, both of them risking it all. 

“Not good, Ning Chuan had just finished crossing tribulation, his body still extremely weak. He might not 

be able to stop Huang. Huang is too ferocious!” Someone’s expression changed. 

“No harm, Huang had just crossed tribulation as well, and he hadn’t had much time to recover either. 

Now, he even charged into Ning Chuan’s heavenly tribulation.” 

“Heaven Diagram suppress!” 

Ning Chuan beckoned over, and then the heavenly stars moved about, all of them flying towards his 

hand. They then formed a great cosmos stellar diagram, supported in his hand. 

Honglonglong! 

It was as if he supported a universe, slapping towards Shi Hao. 

This type of scene was too terrifying, as if he was a giant splitting heaven and earth apart, raising the 

universe in one hand, smashing it at a single person! 

Kun Peng method of destruction! 

Shi Hao turned into a Kun Peng, rushing into the ninth layer of heaven. He unfolded his golden feathered 

wings, slapping the heavenly stars apart. The enormous body crushed the cosmos until it fissured. 

“Still not enough, suppress!” Ning Chuan roared. 

Peng! 

The entire universe was sent downwards, smashing down onto Shi Hao’s body. 

Shi Hao’s entire body flew outward, opening his mouth and coughing out blood, suffering serious 

injuries. 

This was Ning Chuan, his strength powerful, able to injure even Huang. He was fully deserving of his 

unmatched name as Six Crown King. 

Only, before others could even released a cry of joy, the battle situation changed again. The sky was full 

of golden feathers, and there were black-colored ocean waves that rose. 

Shi Hao stabilized his body, and then he displayed the Kun Peng’s greatest profound mysteries. A black-

colored great fish rose up from the waters, resonating with the Golden Peng in the sky. 

One hand great yin, one hand great yang, Kun and Peng rose up together, displaying undying power. 



“Kill!” 

Following Shi Hao’s light shout, he moved through the sky, penetrating the cosmos. He continuously 

took action, the Kun Peng magical imprints all striking down on Ning Chuan. 

Pu! 

Ning Chuan flew outwards, his mouth coughing out blood. 

“Again!” 

Ning Chuan’s forehead shone, dragon patterns covering it densely. He released a great roar, and then it 

was as if the void image of a True Dragon appeared. He formed a fist imprint, releasing an ultimate 

attack! 

“Do you think you are Ten Crown King, wanting to display Dragon Fist? Come back after you learned the 

complete precious technique!” Shi Hao sneered. 

“En? Not right!” Right at this moment, many people were shocked. That wasn’t a dragon! Even Shi Hao 

was astonished. Wind raged around this fist, terrifying beyond belief. 

A white Qilin appeared, roaring with Ning Chuan’s attack. The wind of a king stirred about, the aura 

matchless! 

“The dragon patterns on the forehead were actually Qilin patterns!” Someone cried out in alarm. 

Ning Chuan had fooled everyone. He never displayed it in the past, only displaying this type of 

exceptional divine ability now. One had to bear in mind that the Qilin precious technique was one of the 

vicious ten exceptional arts! 

Just what kind of background did he have? This was his innate divine ability, something he had from 

birth. How could he directly inherit the Qilin Technique? 

Hong! 

Qilin Fist, blood energy surging, the wind produced by the fist tearing through the heavens. It was too 

terrifying. 

Ning Chuan’s appearance was normally fine and elegant like jade, cultured and refined, yet right now, 

he had the aura of a king. His entire body was covered in blood, hair scattering down. His gaze was like 

cold electricity as he fought intensely against Shi Hao. 

“Qilin Fist? So what?!” 

With a raise of his hand, he operated the Willow Deity Technique. His entire body erupted with golden 

light. When a fist blasted out, hundreds and thousands of golden divine chains of order struck out with 

his fist. 

The two fists collided. A hong sounded, blasting apart the heavens. 

In the end, the tenth layer’s sea of lightning was guided over, making this place completely chaotic. 

“Not good!” 



Everyone became shocked. This sea of lightning was the most terrifying, within it immortal birds, divine 

beasts and others. Once it erupted, it was difficult to resist. Apart from this, there was the Immortal 

Killing Stage that was even more immeasurable. 

“Huang, you dare!” Ning Chuan berated. 

It was because while the two were fighting the intense battle, Shi Hao stole Lightning Tribulation Liquid. 

Ning Chuan himself was also collecting divine liquid. Due to interference from both sides, both of them 

only acquired some of it. 

This made Ning Chuan fight until his eyes went red. It was because this was originally his. It no longer 

seemed complete even if a single drop was seized by Shi Hao, a type of humiliation for him. 

There was a whole pool of precious liquid, yet during this intense battle against Shi Hao, Shi Hao actually 

seized more than him! 

Vicious ten precious technique -- Qilin divine ability reappeared! 

Ning Chuan’s killing intent overflowed. A snow-white Qilin roared after he produced a fist imprint, vivid 

and lifelike, rushing forward murderously. At the same time, there was the divine diagram on his back, 

waves of flames surged beneath his feet, all types of precious techniques being displayed. 

To his side, a Golden Crow cried out, dragons and tigers struggled. Of course, it was still the white Qilin 

that took the lead. The scene was extremely terrifying. 

Shi Hao’s fists shone, his left Reincarnation Fist, right Lightning Emperor Fist. Behind him was a golden 

willow tree. He rushed forward murderously. 

Not good! 

Right at this moment, those who were watching their great battle all cried out in alarm. It was because 

there was a True Dragon that rose and a Heavenly Phoenix flying about in the tenth layer lightning 

world, diving down towards them. 

The two of them were fighting an intense battle, triggering great trouble. The creatures in the sea of 

lightning were provoked. Even though they were all produced from lightning, it was still as if they were 

alive, divine abilities immeasurable. 

The True Dragon rushed towards Ning Chuan, Heavenly Phoenix towards Shi Hao! 

The two were fighting a great battle, yet they still had to fend off the creatures in the lightning. It was 

becoming more and more chaotic. Aside from this, there were other creatures that were rushing 

forward as well, placing the two in a dangerous situation. Their bodies were covered in blood. 

Chi! 

This was especially the case when the Immortal Killing Stage shone. Sword energy was released in 

thousands of streaks, sweeping through the heavens, causing both of their expressions change. They 

quickly moved out of the way. 

Pu! 



Both of their bodies were brushed, blood flowing in streams. It was terrifying to the extreme. 

Right at this moment, the two of them seemed to have roared at the same time. It was because they 

both rose to their most powerful state, preparing to display their most powerful techniques. 

“Nine Five Supreme Being Heavenly Art!” 

“Eight Ninth Heavens Art!” 

The two of them roared loudly, signifying the release of their most powerful extreme arts. These were 

techniques that supported other precious techniques. Now that they were all activated, it signified that 

their most powerful precious techniques were all going to appear. 

The Eight Ninth Heavens Art operated the Kun Peng Technique, Reincarnation Technique, Lightning 

Emperor Technique, Heaven Calamity Light, Willow Deity Technique... 

This place surged, precious techniques overlaying, absolutely incomparable in power. 

Even though this heavenly art had flaws, not perfect, activating it in Shi Hao’s current cultivation realm 

was enough. The flaws wouldn’t affect much. 

Hong! 

Heaven and earth became chaotic, primal chaos surging. 

This was the scene the Eight Ninth Heavens Art produced. 

Meanwhile, on the other side, the Nine Five Supreme Being Heavenly Art appeared, similarly terrifying. 

It supported many different supreme precious techniques, as if an immortal dao supreme being was 

descending into this world, sweeping through everything under the heavens! 

After this attack, heaven and earth became blurry, nothing visible. 

Only much later did everyone discover that the two of them were both staggering, their bodies in 

tatters. Shi Hao was already sitting in front of the lightning pool, seizing Lightning Tribulation Liquid in an 

absolutely unrestrained manner. 

“Ning Chuan’s flesh is inferior to Huang’s, suffering a great loss!” Someone said with a sigh. 

“Huang has crossed Divine King Tribulation before after all, his flesh sturdy to an unimaginable level. He 

naturally has the upper hand!” 

Everyone stared at this battlefield. There were some who became nervous, some who became excited. 

“Ah...” Ning Chuan released a great roar, flames burning the nine heavens. That was his Lightning 

Tribulation Liquid, yet it was being stolen by Huang right now. 

However, his injuries were too severe, his combat strength declining greatly. 

Hong! 

The Immortal Killing Stage swayed, immortal light erupting. The tenth layer lightning tribulation faded, 

the lightning pool also becoming indistinct. 



“Don’t run, I still didn’t finish collecting!” Shi Hao shouted, feeling extremely unwilling. 

Pu! 

Ning Chuan in the distance was so angry he spat out a mouthful of blood. That was all his, yet Huang 

actually had this type of attitude. 

“I am going to kill you!” Ning Chuan roared furiously, his entire body’s spiritual essence surging, 

erupting. He rushed over murderously again. 

“I want to completely end your life too!” Shi Hao sneered. He put away the Lightning Tribulation Liquid, 

directly slaughtering his way over towards Ning Chuan. 

 


